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ABSTRACT 

A simple wide-band rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) is designed for the X-band and Ku-

band applications. The DRA is excited by a vertical strip placed on the middle of the DRA’s wide side 

wall through a coaxial probe attached to a finite size ground plane. Good agreement between measured 

and simulated results is obtained. The measured 10 dB return loss bandwidth of the antenna is about 7.8 

GHz (62%). The simulated gain of the antenna is 6.1 dBi at 12 GHz. The antenna excites undesired 

modes that perturb the radiation patterns and increase the cross-polarization level. The dielectric 

resonator is wrapped by a conducting strip to suppress some modes and improve the radiation 

characteristics of the antenna. Adding the strip reduces the cross-polarization level and improves the co-

polarization radiation pattern. 

KEYWORDS 

Wide-band antenna, Dielectric resonator antenna, Strip-fed antenna, Low cross-polarization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) have recently been investigated and found to be efficient 

radiators. The DRAs have the potential to provide significant advantages in terms of size 

reduction, improved bandwidth, higher power handling capability, and increased efficiency in 

comparison with the microstrip antennas [1]-[6]. Different DRA shapes, such as cylindrical, 

rectangular, hemispherical, elliptical, pyramidal and triangular, have been presented in the 

literature [7]-[12]. The rectangular-shaped DRAs offer practical advantages over cylindrical and 

hemispherical ones because they are easier to fabricate and have more design flexibility. In 

order to excite the DRA [13], different techniques have been used, such as probe feeding, in 

which the probe can be placed adjacent to the DRA [14]; an aperture-coupled dielectric 

resonator antenna using a strip-line feed [15]; an aperture-fed DRA using a dielectric image 

guide [16]; and direct coupling using a dielectric image guide [17]. These coupling mechanisms 

can have a significant impact on the resonant frequency and Q factor. Many methods have been 

proposed in recent years to achieve a wide-band DRA. One method was to use stacked antennas 

of different sizes and/or dielectric materials [18], but this increases the size and cost of the 

antenna. Another approach was to use specially shaped DRAs [7], but these are not easy to 

fabricate. 

Recently, a strip-fed rectangular dielectric resonator antenna was studied [19]. The feeding 

mechanism—a conformal conducting strip mounted on the surface of the DRA—allows the 

entire electric current to flow on the DRA surface, and thus its energy coupling is more efficient 
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than the probe-feed. The obtained 10 dB return loss bandwidth was 43%, and the center 

frequency was about 4 GHz. Here, we present a strip-fed dielectric resonator antenna design that 

operates at the X-band and Ku-band. In order to improve the co-polarization radiation patterns 

at high frequencies and to reduce the cross-polarization, a conducting strip is wrapped around 

the DRA [20]-[22]. The proposed antenna is fabricated, and the return loss and radiation 

patterns are measured and compared to the simulated results. In the simulation, the Ansoft 

HFSS commercial software is used [23]. The proposed antenna geometry is shown in Section 2, 

while the results and discussion are provided in Section 3. Cross-polarization reduction is 

studied in Section 4, which is followed by the conclusion. 

2. ANTENNA GEOMETRY 

The rectangular-shaped DRAs offer more design flexibility than other shapes. For a given 

resonant frequency, two aspect ratios of the rectangular DRA (height/length and width/length) 

can be chosen independently. Since the bandwidth of the DRA also depends on the aspect 

ratio(s), a rectangular-shaped DRA provides more flexibility in terms of bandwidth control. 

Referring to the DRA and the coordinate system shown in Figure 1, the modes—based on 

magnetic conducting walls [24]-[26]—with the lowest order indices are 
111

xTE , 
111

yTE , and 

111

zTE . If the dimensions of the DRA are such that 2c a b  , the modes (in order of increasing 

resonant frequency) are 
111

xTE , 
111

yTE , and 
111

zTE . The feeding strip is placed in the middle of 

the DRA side wall in the y-z plane. With this feeding, the fundamental mode is the 
111

yTE , and 

the bandwidth is wide because of the excitation of higher order modes. 

The geometry of the proposed antenna and the coordinate system are shown in Figure 1 (a), and 

the fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 1 (b). The rectangular DRA dimensions are calculated 

using the theory in [17] so that the resonant frequency is approximately 8.4 GHz, following 

optimization using HFSS software, and the optimized parameters are a = 11.2 mm, b = 5 mm, 

and c = 9.5 mm, with a dielectric constant of 10.2. The feeding strip has dimensions Ls = 4 mm 

and Ws = 2 mm. The feeding strip is placed in the center of the DRA’s wide side wall. These 

values are also obtained through a parametric study of the length and width using HFSS. The 

ground-plane dimensions are ag = bg = 90 mm (2.7 0 × 2.7 0 at 10 GHz). 

 

(a) 
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y 
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Ls 
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(b) 

Figure 1. (a) configuration of the proposed antenna, and (b) photo of the fabricated antenna. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The antenna is simulated and measured. The reflection coefficients of the antenna are shown in 

Figure 2. As shown in the figure, the measured and simulated -10 dB reflection coefficient level 

bandwidths are 7.75 GHz (62%) and 7.5 GHz (57%), respectively, but the simulated reflection 

coefficient is poor at around 15 GHz. The upper and lower frequencies in the band are 16.35 

GHz and 8.6 GHz, respectively, for the measured reflection coefficient, while for the simulated 

reflection coefficient the upper and lower frequencies are 16.9 GHz and 9.4 GHz, respectively. 

The maximum error between the measured and simulated results is 8%. The difference between 

the measured and simulated results is due to the fabrication errors, the soldering, and the 

adhesive glue used; these factors affect the measured results. The co-polarization radiation 

patterns at different frequencies within the band are shown in Figure 3. There is good agreement 

between the simulated and measured results. Also, in the radiation pattern at 12 GHz, there is a 

null at about 55°. This may be due to the radiation of the feeding strip. The cross-polarization at 

different frequencies is shown in Figure 4. As shown in the figure, the maximum cross-

polarization level is 10 dB below the co-polarization level, and there is good agreement between 

the measured and simulated cross-polarization radiation patterns. The measured gain of the 

antenna is compared to the simulated one at different frequencies, as shown in Figure 5, and 

there is acceptable agreement between them. The figure also shows the maximum gain of the 

antenna and its corresponding direction. 
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Figure 2. The reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna. 
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(a) 8 GHz    (b) 9 GHz 

              
(c) 10 GHz    (d) 11 GHz 

 

              
(e) 12 GHz    (f) 13 GHz 

              
(g) 14 GHz    (h) 15 GHz 

     

Figure 3. Co-polarization radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at different frequencies. 
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(a) 8 GHz    (b) 9 GHz 

                
(c) 10 GHz    (d) 11 GHz 

                
(e) 12 GHz    (f) 13 GHz 

                
(g) 14 GHz    (h) 15 GHz 

 

Figure 4. X-polarization radiation patterns of the antenna at different frequencies. 
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Figure 5. Simulated and measured gain of the antenna at different frequencies. 

The simulated radiated power of the antenna is shown in Figure 6. High radiation efficiency is 

achieved over the entire band. There is a drop in efficiency at 15 GHz; which is due to the 

mismatch at this frequency, as seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 6. Simulated radiated power of the antenna. 

Figure 7 shows the electric field lines for some modes excited by the DRA within the band. 

These modes are obtained using the Eignmode solution in the HFSS software. 

                   

(a) Mode 1 (9.2 GHz)                                                   (b) Mode 2 (9.35 GHz) 
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(c) Mode 3 (9.9 GHz) 

Figure 7. Electric field lines on the DRA for different modes. 

4. CROSS-POLARIZATION SUPPRESSION 

In order to reduce the cross-polarization and improve the radiation patterns at high frequencies, 

a strip is wrapped around the DRA, as shown in Figure 8. This is like placing a shorting wall at 

the centre of the DRA in the y-z plane, as it has little effect on the co-polarization radiation 

patterns and it suppresses some of the high-order modes, and thus cross-polarization level is 

improved [17]. The strip will have no effect if the electric field is perpendicular to the strip (or 

the sheet), but it will disturb or eliminate the modes with electric field vectors parallel to the 

strip. The antenna was fabricated and tested. Comparison between the simulated and measured 

reflection coefficients is shown in Figure 9. The measured and simulated 10 dB return loss 

bandwidths are 7.83 GHz (62.4%) and 6.79 GHz (53.5%), respectively. The upper and lower 

frequencies in the band are 16.47 GHz and 8.64 GHz, respectively, for the measured reflection 

coefficient, while for the simulated reflection coefficient the upper and lower frequencies are 

16.09 GHz and 9.3 GHz, respectively. The maximum error between the measured and simulated 

results is 7.1%. The co-polarization radiation patterns at different frequencies are shown in 

Figure 10. A good agreement is noted between the simulated and measured results, the axial 

symmetry in the radiation patterns is improved, and there is no null in the radiation pattern at 12 

GHz. The cross-polarization radiation patterns are shown in Figure 11. The maximum cross-

polarization level is around -20 dB at 10 GHz; thus, adding the strip reduces the cross-

polarization level and improves the co-polarization radiation pattern.  

 

Figure 8. Configuration of the antenna with a strip wrapped around the DRA. 
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Figure 9. The return loss of the antenna with a strip around the DRA. 

                  

(a) 8 GHz    (b) 9 GHz 

                 

(c) 10 GHz    (d) 11 GHz 

 

                

(e) 12 GHz    (f) 13 GHz 
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(g) 14 GHz    (h) 15 GHz 

 

Figure 10. Co-polarization Radiation patterns of the antenna with a strip around the DRA at 

different frequencies. 
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(g) 14 GHz    (h) 15 GHz 

 

Figure 11. X-polarization Radiation patterns of the antenna with strip around the DRA at 

different frequencies. 

The measured gain of the antenna is compared to the simulated one at different frequencies as 

shown in Figure 10, showing a very good agreement between them. The figure shows also the 

maximum gain of the antenna and its direction. It is noticed that in this case the maximum gain 

and the gain at  = 0 are close to each other, this is because adding the strip around the DRA 

makes the radiation pattern more uniform than the case when there is no strip. The electric field 

lines for the modes are shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 12. Simulated and measured gain of the antenna with a strip around the DRA at different 

frequencies. 
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Figure 13. Simulated radiated power of the antenna with a strip around the DRA. 

 

                                              

(a) Mode 1 (9.2 GHz)    (b) Mode 2 (9.35 GHz) 

 

(c) Mode 3 (9.9 GHz) 

Figure 14. Electric field lines on the DRA with the strip for different modes. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

A strip fed rectangular dielectric resonator antenna on a finite size ground plane was designed 

and fabricated which operates in the X-band and Ku-band frequency ranges. A good agreement 

between the simulated and measured return loss and radiation patterns was achieved. In order to 

reduce the cross-polarization level and improve the co-polarization radiations patterns, a strip 

conductor was wrapped around the DRA, the measured and simulated results for this case were in 

good agreement. The measured 10 dB return loss bandwidth of the antenna is about 7.8 GHz 

(62%). The simulated gain of the antenna is 6.1 dBi at 12 GHz. 
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 ث:البحص ملخ

 ذي م نررررررا،  ررررررا   النطررررررا   بسرررررر    رررررر ي لهرررررر ا    ا  تصرررررر   ذا البحرررررر  هرررررر عرررررر  ي

ك  تغذيرررررررر  ترررررررر. Kuو Xع رررررررر  ارررررررر  تطب  ررررررررا  النطررررررررا     مصرررررررر   ل مسرررررررركط   ال رررررررر    

ف الجرررررلام الجرررررانب  العررررر ي  شررررر ي  موضررررر  م صررررر   اررررر  منكصررررر ط يررررر    رررررالهررررر ا   

 اررررر  تررررر   يكصررررر  ؛بالسررررر ا الرررررلاا   ل  بررررر  ال حررررر مي بح ررررر  يكصررررر  ال ررررر ي   ل هررررر ا  

 الخامج  ل  ب  بال ا لة ال  ص   محلودة ال سات . الس ا 

و  رررررا، ع  ررررر  ونكرررررا   ال حا ررررراة. ال اس ررررر تررررر  الحصررررر     ررررر  ت ااررررر  ج رررررل بررررر   نكرررررا   ال

 نرررررررل ا رررررررل امترررررررلاد   تز غ غررررررراه (7.8)ل هررررررر ا   ال  ررررررراس النطرررررررا  الكررررررر ددي  ررررررر   

. ومررررررررا  سررررررررب الهرررررررر ا   ال حسرررررررر    رررررررر  ط يرررررررر  (%62)( ديسرررررررر ب ؛ وي 10م ررررررررلام  )

لجررررررررلي  غ غرررررررراه  تز. وا( 12ديسرررررررر ب   نررررررررل ترررررررر دد م ررررررررلام  ) (6.1ب رررررررر  )ال حا رررررررراة ا

تزيرررررل ون ررررراط ا شرررررعا  وت ررررر    ا هرررررا غ ررررر  م غررررر   ا  وم اجررررر الهررررر ا   يبررررر    و،  بالرررررذ   

ل بررررر   م صررررر  تررررر   الهررررر ا  لرررررذا  تررررر   لرررررف  شررررر ي   .مسرررررك ت ااضرررررك طا  ال ك ررررراط  مررررر 

 رررررررل ود  و . الأمررررررر ال غ ررررررر  ال  غررررررر   ا هرررررررا و تحسررررررر   اصرررررررا   ا شرررررررعا  ل هررررررر ا  

إصررررراا  ال ررررر ي  ال  صررررر  إلررررر  امررررر  مسرررررك ت ااضرررررك طا  ال ك ررررراط  و تحسررررر   ن ررررر  

 إشعا  ااضك طا  ال ك اث .
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ABSTRACT 

 Formal methods play an important role in increasing the quality, reliability, robustness and effectiveness 

of the software. Also, the uses of formal methods, especially in safety-critical systems, help in the early 

detection of software errors and failures which will reduce the cost and effort involved in software 

testing.  

The aim of this paper is to prove the role and effectiveness of formal specification for the cruise control 

system (CCS) as a case study. A CCS formal model is built using Perfect formal specification language, 

and its correctness is validated using the Perfect Developer toolset. We develop a software testing tool in 

order to generate test cases using three different algorithms. These test cases are evaluated to improve 

their coverage and effectiveness.  The results show that random test case generation with full restriction 

algorithm is the best in its coverage results; the average of the path coverage is 77.78% and the average 

of the state coverage is 100%. Finally, our experimental results show that Perfect formal specification 

language is appropriate to specify CCS which is one of the most safety-critical software systems, so the 

process of detecting all future possible cases becomes easier. 

KEYWORDS 

Formal method, Perfect developer, Test case generation, Cruise control system (CCS). 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Generally, the role of software has become increasingly important and is being used in many 

critical applications, such as aircraft flight control systems, medical device systems and nuclear 

systems. Such systems are called safety-critical systems, the most important property of which 

is dependability, which reflects the extent to which users or customers trust the software system. 

It also reflects the degree of user confidence that the system will not fail when operated. A 

failure in these systems may cause significant damage, severe economic consequences or even 

loss of life. Thus, the reliability, safety and correctness of these systems are important issues, 

and testing them is a challenging task.  Tim [23] shows that the formal method is a technique 

that is used to reduce the cost of testing safety-critical systems by examining the behaviour of 

these systems in the early stages of development. One way to reduce the cost and effort of 

software testing is to depend on formal methods, mainly for safety-critical software, because it 

provides many different techniques to describe precisely and accurately the system 

specifications [21]. 

In recent years, there has been an increased tendency to use formal specification and verification 

methods and tools, defined by Tim [23] as "the use of ideas and techniques from mathematics 

and formal logic to specify and reason about computing systems to increase design assurance 
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and eliminate defects". In addition, they are mainly used to provide a standard software 

development process. 

Formal methods, tools and techniques have an important advantage in that they develop formal 

system specifications that facilitate and provide comprehensive system analysis, design and 

implementation as described by Mery and Singh [17]. Mery and Singh [17] adjusted the 

software development life cycle - from the requirements analysis to code generation - to develop 

safety critical systems using formal techniques. Formal methods provide an importantly 

disciplined approach for complex safety-critical systems with many different formal 

specification languages such as Z- [12], VDM [6], B [16], SCR [20] and Perfect Developer [7]. 

The formal method used in our work is Perfect Developer. 

In this paper, we use the Perfect language as the formal language in order to model and test a 

real safety-critical system; a cruise control system (CCS). The CCS must be able to maintain the 

current speed of the car and accelerate it upon the request of the driver. It must also measure the 

current car speed and display the same to the driver. 

In this paper, we present our framework on test case generation using a formal method. 

Application of the approach starts by building the formal model for the cruise control system 

using Perfect formal specification language. We verify the formal model in order to check 

completeness, consistency and validity of the model using the Perfect Developer toolset. Next, 

we build a C# tool to read the Perfect Developer formal model and produce the state-based 

specification graph or the FSM graph in order to automatically create test cases from the model 

according to a transition-based coverage criterion. We evaluate the coverage to test the system’s 

performance and effectiveness. Moreover, we use test case reduction techniques in order to 

reduce the redundant test cases that will be generated by a set of testing algorithms. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 Testing Critical Software Systems 

According to You and Rayadurgam [25], the failure of software systems can cause significant 

damage to the software or its environment, severe economic consequences or even loss of life. 

There are many examples of safety-critical systems, such as aircraft flight control systems, 

medical device systems, nuclear systems and automobile cruise control systems. 

The most important property of the safety-critical system is its dependability, which is shown by 

the extent to which users or customers trust the software system. Moreover, this will reflect the 

degree of user confidence in the system’s ability not to fail when operated. 

Many different formal specification languages and formal verification automated tools have 

been used to express and verify the formal specification of automobile cruise control systems. 

For example, Atlee and Gannon [3], Heitmeyer et al. [10] and Bultan and Heitmeyer [4] used 

the SCR-style (Software Cost Reduction) to specify and verify the safety property of the CCS. 

A formal cruise control B specification is discussed by Krupp et al. [13] in which an adaptive 

cruise control B model and RAVEN model checker are presented. The model is used to improve 

the confidence and understand ability of the system’s behaviour. Another approach presented by 

Iliasov et al. [11], in which the system’s dependability is characterized by rigorous design and 

fault tolerance, is represented by structuring the formal specification in an abstract way in the 

notion of an operation mode that depends on a state-based formalism approach called (Event-B) 

to refine the system modes. To check the effectiveness and safety requirements, Yasmeen et al. 

[24] conducted an experimental analysis which simulated a number of indications of safety 

critical systems. Mishra et al. [18] proposed a model-based testing auto-review tool, which was 

used to partially automate the process of verifying safety-critical systems. You and Rayadurgam 

[25] proposed a constrained random testing framework on a safety-critical embedded system. 

They used the constraints to narrow the possible test cases and cover most of the system’s 
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behaviour. A similar approach to ours was discussed by Nilsson et al. [26]. They proposed 

correct-by-construction control software for Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system that is 

guaranteed to satisfy the formal specification in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). They formalized 

the ACC using a hybrid dynamical system model with two modes: the no lead car and the lead 

car. Then, they constructed two controllers as a solution for the two modes, with the first 

solution based on continuous state space and the other based on a finite-state abstraction. The 

two controllers were tested by running a simulation in Simulink and on a vehicle simulation 

package called CarSim. However, our work depends on the Perfect language for the 

formalization which is easier than LTL, since the syntax in Perfect language is close to the 

programming languages. Moreover, according to Zhao [27], with the use of LTL "experiences 

show that specifications of even moderate-sized systems are too complex". 

2.2 Testing Coverage Criteria 

Coverage criteria on software systems can be defined as the set of conditions and rules that 

impose a set of test requirements on a software test. Ammann and Offutt [2] mentioned that test 

requirements in software testing are a specific set of elements of software artefacts that the 

software test cases must satisfy or cover. 

Categories of coverage criteria include structural coverage, data-flow coverage, decision 

coverage, call graph coverage and transition-based coverage. In the framework for our cruise 

control system, a transition-based coverage criterion is used. For transition-based coverage, 

every precondition in the software’s formal specification should be tested at least once so that 

each transition must be taken as a test requirement. 

Several coverage criteria are used in the literature for testing systems. For example, Offutt et al. 

[20] introduced a technique for state-based specifications to generate test cases for cruise 

control systems. Their technique depends on an SCR formal specification model that represents 

the cruise control functionality and the coverage criteria that are: transition coverage, full 

predicate coverage, transition-pair coverage, complete sequence and structural coverage for 

state-based decision testing. 

An experimental study conducted by Fraser and Gargantini [9] addressed the problem of test 

case generation, optimization and the performance of model checkers. In their study, they 

depended on explicit state model checkers that use a DFS algorithm. A cruise control system 

was studied, with its SRC formal specification being put into the model checker and test cases 

generated according to condition-based and structural coverage criteria. 

Liu [14] used VDL-formal specification language notations in order to automatically generate a 

test prediction to analyze the results from their proposed decompositional approach for 

automatic test case generation. The results indicated that the researcher's approach was effective 

in terms of branch coverage, path coverage and statement coverage. In addition, his test case 

generation algorithm was effective in detecting the defective test cases for his system. 

Liu and Nakajima [15] aimed to improve formal specification completeness and feasibility by 

introducing a new method that depends on verifying completeness and feasibility in the form of 

pre-conditions and post-conditions. This method uses single formal specification operations to 

choose the automated teller machine (ATM) system. SOFL formal specification language was 

used to build the ATM specifications. Appropriate test case generation criteria were used to 

build a question checklist from the ATM SOFL specifications in the test case generation 

process. 

The proposed method improved the ATM operation’s completeness and feasibility through its 

ability to formally define those characteristics. Furthermore, the generated test cases covered 

every aspect of the ATM defined specifications, so that it added the advantage of detecting 

errors in the system and reducing the cost of testing the system. 
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Another usage for SOFL formal specification language was presented in Chen’s [6] research in 

which he addressed the problem of specification-based testing and test case generation for 

concurrent software systems. 

Test cases were generated to cover the produced specification suggestions according to 

appropriate coverage criteria related to concurrent software systems. Each one of the generated 

test cases was executed several times in order to traverse program paths. The proposed approach 

was applied to an online shipping system and proved its usability for concurrent software 

systems. 

Tian et al. [22] realized the problem of automatic test case generation from the pre- and post-

conditional formal specifications (PROMELA formal specification language) by obtaining the 

benefits from connecting specification-based testing and the usage of model checkers (Spin 

model checker). 

Nakatsugawa et al. [19] aimed to facilitate formal specification readability by discussing a new 

specification-based testing framework for interface specifications.  

As with our approach, several others have been used to automatically generate test cases from a 

graph using graph coverage technique, such as: [28]-[30]. 

Gotlieb et al. [28] presented two different algorithms in order to automatically generate 

functional tests for synchronous executable BPEL processes. The first algorithm, 

STRUCRUNS, was used to generate test cases covering lengthy feasible paths up to a given 

length. The second algorithm, RANDOMRUNS, was derived from the desired number of test 

cases covering a random selection of feasible paths limited by a predetermined length. 

Yan et al. [29] implemented a prototype that is used to automatically generate test data based on 

a constraint solving technique. In their approach, they transformed the procedure into a 

constraint system using static single assignment. Then, the constraint system was solved to 

check whether at least one feasible path through the selected point existed. Finally, test cases 

were generated corresponding to one of these paths. 

Jehan et al. [30] proposed an approach that is used to automatically generate BPEL test cases 

that handle concurrent features. In their approach, they represented the BPEL program in an 

extended control graph. After that, they generated all the sequential test paths from XCFG 

before combining all the sequential test paths into concurrent test paths. Finally, they used the 

BoNus solver to solve the constraints of the test paths and then generate feasible test cases. 

Utting and Legeard [31] in their book "Practical Model-based Testing: A Tools Approach" 

presented a commercial tool called LTG/UML which is a model-based testing tool that can be 

used to automatically generate test cases from a UML state machine using different coverage 

criteria. The tool has been demonstrated on examples and case studies from a variety of 

software domains, including embedded software and information systems. 

3. PERFECT DEVELOPER 

Many formal methods have been used to model safety-critical systems in the literature, such as 

Event-B Abrial [1], Z-formal specification [12], VDM [6], B-specifications [16], SCR 

specification [20] and a number of other formal languages.  Most formal methods only involve 

the specification of the system; however, some continue the development process until a 

running code is obtained. However, according to Crocker [7], those formal methods take a long 

time to produce the running program. In this paper, Perfect Developer is used as a formal 

method and starts its process by describing the system, verifying a formal specification, refining 

it to the code within the same notation using a set of algorithms, verifying the refinement by 

checking its correctness and completeness and translating it into a set of high-level 

programming languages such as C++, Java and Ada. 
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Perfect Developer (PD) is an automated tool developed by Escher Technology to verify the 

Perfect specification software system.  Perfect is an expressive language that describes system 

specification in an object-oriented model style using object-oriented terms and concepts such as 

classes, functions and constant variables. Perfect, like many object-oriented languages such as 

Java and C++, supports object concepts, such as encapsulation and inheritance, through object 

classes and message passing. 

Perfect language has the ability to describe software system behaviours without any details of 

how the behaviour will be performed. It also includes certain design principles, including design 

by contract, which is the main structural rule or principle which Perfect depends on; it uses the 

contract to define the input-output relationships for class methods. The contract has two main 

parts; pre-conditions and post-conditions. The pre-conditions determine what must be true for 

the call feature, while the post-conditions determine what is guaranteed to be true at the 

termination of a successful Perfect feature as presented by Carter and Monahan [5]. 

An investigation was undertaken by Crocker and Carlton [8] to see if the automated reasoning 

using Perfect developer for the embedded software has the ability to provide the same degree of 

success in verification of a handwritten C code. The study made use of two small C programs 

with their specification annotations. As a result, they found that automated reasoning can 

discharge a very high proportion of verification conditions that arise from specification and 

software refinement. The number of test cases required was reduced. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

Our framework consists of seven phases shown in Figure 1. We first understand the cruise 

control requirements and then write the informal specification description for our system. The 

main reason for writing the informal specifications is to reflect its different states and transitions 

and the different conditions that enforce each transition in the system. In the second step, we 

develop the cruise control formal model, using Perfect formal specification language depending 

on the informal description of our system. The third step reflects the formal model verification 

using Perfect developer. After that, we manually extract the CCS formal model adjacency 

matrix, and then develop a C# tool to read our verified model and extract the different system 

paths and states in order to generate test cases using a set of proposed algorithms. The 

evaluation process for our generated test cases is discussed in phase seven. Moreover, we 

analyze the effectiveness of each algorithm used in the process of the test case generation. We 

will now discuss each of these steps in detail. 
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Figure 1. A framework for test case generation using the formal method. 

4.1 Informal Specifications of Cruise Control System 

The cruise control system (CCS) is a safety-critical system that can be described by a set of 

behaviours, modes, states and transition variable state quantifiers. Such quantifiers are the 

ignition switch, cruise control button, automobile speed and cruise control target speed. 

CCS transition modes that occur between the system and the driver are started by the initial 

state when the system ignition is “OFF”. The current speed is at zero and the cruise state is 

“OFF”. When the driver switches the ignition to “ON”, then the CC state can be “ON” or 

“OFF” depending on whether the driver wants to switch on the CC button or not. When the CC 

is switched to “ON” and the driver starts driving, then the cruise state can be “active”, 

“cruising” or “standby”. The main role of the CCS is to maintain the automobile’s speed as 

close as possible to the target speed. The target speed is determined by the driver when the CCS 

is “ON” and the target speed can be increased or decreased by the driver. 

The automobile’s actual speed should not exceed a restricted limit and should also not exceed 

the target speed, so that the driver has an allowance interval that defines how much the actual 

speed could deviate from the target speed. Where the difference between the two speeds is 

acceptable, the CC will maintain the current speed. If the driver’s current speed exceeds the 

target speed, then the CCS will take measures to maintain the target speed. 

The CCS states can be affected by a set of factors like: pressing the brake, accelerator and the 

“ON” / “OFF” button for the CC. In addition, various failures could affect the CCS states, such 

as a low battery; some of these faults are handled by returning the control to the driver to take 

certain measures. As a result, the CC could be activated (the state will be changed from 

“standby” to “active”) or the driver could drive without activating the CC.  Figure 2 describes 

the CCS finite state machine diagram. 
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Figure 2. Cruise control system finite state machine diagram. 

4.2 CCS Formal Model Using Perfect Language 

In the second phase of our methodology, we build the CCS formal model from the informal 

specifications of the CCS using Perfect language. The formal specification consists of two main 

classes; the first one is the speed control class and the second is the controller class.  The speed 

control class describes the system-related speed variables and schemas (functions). The 

controller class describes the related CCS variables and schemas. Due to space limitation, Table 

1 shows the CCS formal model of the control class only. 

4.3 Formal Model Verification Using Perfect Developer Toolset 

In the third phase, the Perfect CC specification that is described in subsection 2.2 is verified by 

Perfect developer toolset in order to check the syntax, the semantic correctness and the validity 

of the model. The verifier in Perfect Developer is static analysis and automated theorem proving 

that collects and attempts to discharge proof obligations for the software with which it is 

presented. 
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4.4 FSM Adjacency Matrix for CCS Formal Model 

The fourth phase involves the process of adjacency matrix extraction from the verified formal 

CCS model, which is shown in Table 2. The adjacency matrix reflects the system’s states and 

what the adjacent state to each state in the system is. In the adjacency matrix, ‘one’ indicates 

what other states each state can go to. For example: “Engine Off” state can go to “Engine On”' 

state only, while “Engine On” can go to “Accelerator” state only. Zero indicates that there is no 

transition between the two states. 

Table 1. Part of CCS Perfect formal model 

class CONTROLLER ^= 

abstract 

const Inactive_st : int ^= 0; 

const Active_st   : int ^= 1; 

const Cruising_st : int ^= 2; 

const Standby_st  : int ^= 3; 

var   ControlState: int ;  

var sp_con: SPEED_CONTROL ; 

var getten_target_speed: int ; 

var engin : bool ; 

var cruise : bool; 

build{!sp_con: SPEED_CONTROL } 

post 

ControlState != Inactive_st , 

engin != true ,cruise != false , 

getten_target_speed !sp_con.TargetSpeed; 

schema !Break 

pre 

 sp_con.TargetSpeed <sp_con.CarSpeed , 

 engin = true ,cruise = true , 

 ControlState = Cruising_st   

post 

 sp_con!DisableControl ,   

 ControlState != Standby_st ; 

  schema !Accelerator 

 pre 

 engin = true ,cruise = true , 

 sp_con.TargetSpeed > sp_con.CarSpeed , 

 ControlState = Cruising_st 

 post 

 sp_con!EnableControl , 

 ControlState != Cruising_st ; 

 schema !EnginOff  

 pre 

 ControlState = Active_st |ControlState 

= Cruising_st  | ControlState = 

Standby_st | ControlState = Inactive_st 

 post  

 ([ControlState = Cruising_st]: 

(ControlState != Inactive_st , 

sp_con!DisableControl , engin != false) 

, []: engin != false ) , 

 ([ControlState =  Active_st]: 

(ControlState != Inactive_st , 

sp_con!DisableControl , engin != false) 

, []: engin != false ), 

 ([ControlState = Standby_st]: 

(ControlState != Inactive_st , 

sp_con!DisableControl , engin != false) 

, []: engin != false ) ,    

 ([ControlState = Inactive_st ]: 

(ControlState != Inactive_st , 

sp_con!DisableControl , engin != false) 

, []: engin != false );  

schema !EnginOn 

pre 

 ControlState = Inactive_st 

post 

 sp_con!ClearSpeed,  

 ControlState != Inactive_st ; 

  schema !CruiseOn 

 pre 

 ControlState = Inactive_st 

   post 

getten_target_speed != sp_con.TargetSpeed 

 ,  

sp_con!EnableControl ,  

ControlState != Active_st ; 

schema !Cruise_Crusing 

pre  

engin = true , 

ControlState = Active_st, 

sp_con.CheckSpeed = true  

post 

ControlState != Cruising_st ; 

schema !Cruise_Active 

pre  

engin = true ,cruise = true, 

sp_con.TargetSpeed > 0 , 

sp_con.CarSpeed > 0  

post 

ControlState != Active_st ; 

schema !Cruise_Inactive 

pre  

engin = true , 

cruise = false, 

sp_con.TargetSpeed = 0 , 

sp_con.CarSpeed > 0  

post 

ControlState != Inactive_st ; 

schema !Cruise_Standby 

pre  

engin = true , 

cruise = true, 

sp_con.TargetSpeed > 0 , 

sp_con.CarSpeed > 0  

post 

sp_con!DisableControl , 

ControlState != Standby_st ;       

  schema !CruiseOff 

 pre 

 ControlState = Cruising_st | engin = 

false   

  post 

sp_con!DisableControl , 

ControlState != Standby_st ; 

 schema !CruiseResume 

 pre 

 engin = true, 

 cruise = true , 

 ControlState = Standby_st 

 post 

 sp_con!EnableControl, 

 ControlState != Cruising_st ;  

end;  // the end of class CONTROLLER 
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Table 2. CCS adjacency matrix.

 

4.5 Extraction CC Formal Model Paths, States and Edges 

The testing C# tool develops an algorithm called “extractPath” in order to extract the CCS finite 

state machine paths, states and edges. The “extractPath” algorithm depends on the CCS 

adjacency matrix and the pseudo code shown in Figure 3. In this phase, the verified formal 

Perfect specification is put into our C# testing tool and the structure of the cruise control system 

is prepared using the adjacency matrix that is shown in the previous phase.  From the matrix, the 

algorithm in Figure 3 is used to extract the different system states, paths between system states 

and edges between states.  

The extraction process depends on transition-based coverage criteria that focus on the transition 

sequence between the system states. The transition-based coverage criteria are represented by 1. 

all system states, 2. all pair-transitions where each state can go and 3. all system paths.  

The algorithm shown in Figure 3 starts by identifying a list of strings (P) that contains all 

system state paths extracted from the adjacent matrix for a given state. Each state is given a 

number; for example, Engine Off =1, Engine On=2 … and so on.  Then, we find all the adjacent 

states (by checking the adjacent matrix) for the current state, calling the function find_adjacent 

(). This function will add the adjacent state numbers to the paths in list P. For example, when 

list P contains an item (1,2), it means that there is a path from state 1 to state 2. Then, the 

algorithm continues by finding the adjacent state to the previous state in the path, in this 

example state 2.  Adjacent to state 2 is state 3 (Accelerator). So, state 3 is added to the path (1,2) 

and the new path (1,2,3) is added to P ; P=[(1,2), (1,2,3)]. In this case, P has two paths. Next, 

the algorithm finds the adjacent states for state 3 which are states 4 and 5, which are both added 

to the current path. List P is now equal to [(1,2), (1,2,3),(1,2,3,4), (1,2,3,5)]. The algorithm 

continues until all paths that each state can reach are found. 

Finally, the algorithm extracts the test paths (TP) from list P. A test path is a path that starts 

from the initial state which is state 1 and ends with the final state which is state 8. 

State 
Engine 

Off 

Engine 

On 
Accelerator 

Driver 

Mode 

Cruise 

Active 
Cursing 

Cruise 

Standby 
Break 

Engine Off 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Engine On 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Accelerator 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Driver Mode 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Cruise Active 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Cursing 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

Cruise Standby 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Break 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 3. The algorithm of path extraction. 

4.6 Automatic Test Case Generation 

After the system paths are extracted and system states counted, we automatically generate test 

cases from the verified cruise control system formal specification through the developed C# 

testing tool. Test cases will be generated from the test paths generated in the previous phase.  

For the process of test case generation, we use three algorithms: 

Algorithm (1): random test case generation process that generates test cases without any 

restrictions. So, some of the test cases are considered to be redundant test cases. Algorithm 1 is 

presented in Figure 4. In the algorithm, TCR1 is a list that contains a set of test cases that are 

randomly generated from the test path (TP). 

 

Figure 4. Algorithm1. 

Algorithm (2): random test case generation with pure restrictions. This algorithm depends on a 

random generation process with partial restrictions on the generated test cases. This algorithm 

restricts the results by which a set of randomly unique system paths must be generated for the 

results each time. In Figure 5, the algorithm randomly generates N test cases from the test path 

(TP) in such a way that M of them must be unique paths; where M is less than N. The others (N-

M) could be redundant.  
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Figure 5. Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm (3): random test generation with full and optimal restrictions. The algorithm restricts 

the selected paths by which all system paths must be chosen in the algorithm random process. 

Moreover, the algorithm forces the generation process to uniquely generate a number of test 

cases. In other words, if we need N test cases, then we have to generate them randomly and each 

one should be unique (redundancy in test cases is not allowed). Figure 6 shows algorithm 3.  

 

Figure 6. Algorithm 3. 

4.7 Coverage Evaluation for the Generated Test Cases 

Finally, the test cases generated in the previous phase are evaluated to determine the system 

path coverage, state coverage (node coverage) and transition coverage (edge coverage). A set of 

coverage measurements is used here to evaluate path, state and transition coverage. 

5. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

In our experiments, we use our framework to automatically generate the test cases using the 

three algorithms for the CCS. Subsection 5.1 discusses the coverage evaluation measures used 

in our framework. Subsection 5.2 makes a comparison between the three developed test case 

generation algorithms in terms of coverage and performance evaluation used in this framework. 

5.1 Evaluation Measures 

The evaluation process of our C# testing tool depends on three matrices in terms of coverage 

evaluation measurement. The three matrices shown in Figure 7 are state (node) coverage matrix, 

path coverage matrix and edge coverage matrix. The coverage value for each of the three types 

depends on the related value of executed state, executed paths and executed edges, respectively, 

in which the smaller execution value type achieves a smaller coverage value. The number of 

extracted states, paths and edges represents the number of states, paths and edges, respectively, 
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from the formal model. The number of executed states, executed paths and executed edges 

represents the number of states, paths and edges, respectively, that will be processed according 

to a specific number of test cases. For example, if we have eight states extracted from the 

system but the test cases that we have used only executed six of the states, then the coverage 

will be 6/8=75%. 

 

Figure 7. Coverage matrix measurements. 

5.2 Comparisons and Evaluation Results 

5.2.1 CCS Test Case Evaluation 

The process of test case generation from the CCS model depends on three algorithms, as 

described in the previous section. The developed algorithms depend on a random generation 

process and are evaluated to five numbers of fixed test cases. Moreover, the three algorithms are 

compared with each other to determine their effectiveness. 

As we have seen from Figure 2, the CCS extracted states were eight, the extracted test paths 

were nine and the extracted edges were twelve. The three random test case generation 

algorithms were evaluated to five numbers of test cases with 3, 5, 9, 12 and 15 test cases. The 

evaluation of state coverage results is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. CCS State coverage algorithm results.  

T.C#/Algo.# Algo.#1 Algo.#2 Algo.#3 
3 Test Cases 75% 87% 100% 

5 Test Cases 100% 100% 100% 

9 Test Cases 87.5% 100% 100% 
12 Test Cases 100% 100% 100% 

15 Test Cases 100% 100% 100% 

Average 92.5% 97.4% 100% 

Table 3 shows that, for example, when we generate nine test cases by algorithm #1, the CCS 

state coverage is 87.5%. This means that the nine test cases execute seven system states from all 

eight extracted system states. When the nine test cases are generated using algorithm #2 (as well 

as algorithm #3), the state coverage is 100% which means that the nine test cases pass all 

system states. The averages of the state coverage for algorithm #1, algorithm #2 and algorithm 

#3 are 92.5%, 97.4% and 100%, respectively, which represents the average from generating 3, 

5, 9, 12 and 15 test cases by each algorithm. 

Table 4 shows the evaluation results for path coverage using the three algorithms. 
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Table 4. CCS path coverage algorithm results. 

T.C#/Algo.# Algo.#1 Algo.#2 Algo.#3 
3 Test Cases 11.12% 33.34% 33.34% 
5 Test Cases 33.34% 55.55% 55.55% 
9 Test Cases 33.34% 55.55% 100% 

12 Test Cases 44.45% 66.66% 100% 

15 Test Cases 55.56% 77.77% 100% 
Average 35.558% 57.774% 77.778% 

Table 4 shows that, for example, when we generate nine test cases by algorithm #1, the CCS 

path coverage is 33.34%.  This means that the nine test cases execute only three test paths from 

all nine extracted test paths. With the nine test cases generated using algorithm #2, the path 

coverage is 55.55% which mean that only five test paths from all extracted test paths were 

executed. For algorithm #3, the path coverage with nine test cases is 100%. This means that 

those nine test cases execute all nine test paths in the system. The averages of the path coverage 

for algorithm #1, algorithm #2 and algorithm #3 are 35.558%, 57.774% and 77.778%, 

respectively. Table 5 shows the evaluation results for edge coverage using the three algorithms. 

Table 5. CCS edge coverage algorithm results. 

T.C#/Algo.# Algo.#1 Algo.#2 Algo.#3 
3 Test Cases 41.66% 66.67% 75% 

5 Test Cases 83.33% 91.67% 100% 

9 Test Cases 66.67% 100% 100% 

12 Test Cases 83.33% 100% 100% 

15 Test Cases 83.33% 100% 100% 

Average 71.66% 91.7% 95% 

Table 5 shows that, for example, when we generate nine test cases by algorithm #1, the CCS 

edge coverage is 66.67%.  This means that eight edges of the 12 extracted system edges are 

passed or executed. With the nine test cases generated using algorithm #2 and algorithm #3, the 

edge coverage was 100% which means that all the 12 extracted system edges are executed. The 

averages of the edge coverage for algorithm #1, algorithm #2 and algorithm #3 are 71.66%, 

91.7% and 95%, respectively. 

5.2.2 Test Case Generation Algorithm Results 

In this section, we compare the three test case algorithm results. Figure 8 shows the coverage 

averages obtained from the three algorithms. 

 

Figure 8. A comparison between the three test case algorithms. 
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From the results, we can see that algorithm #3 is the best, achieving the most effective coverage 

values in terms of state, path and edge coverage. Algorithm #2 is better than algorithm #1 in its 

average results, from which we can conclude that more restriction in the process of test case 

generation provides more effective coverage results. 

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Our framework suggests there are benefits in the use of the Perfect formal model for efficiently 

testing a safety-critical system. However, it is important to note the limitations of our evaluation 

experiments and framework. First, our framework accepts only the CCS Perfect model and no 

other safety-critical systems. Moreover, more experimentation is necessary to strengthen the 

evaluation of our framework, ideally using a safety-critical system used in industry. Second, the 

finite state machine adjacency matrix was built manually. However, the automation of this 

process should be possible. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have reflected the importance and role of formal methods in developing safety-

critical system formal models. The cruise control system was chosen for this study as a safety-

critical system and its state machine diagram was built to reflect the system’s states, transitions 

and variables.  

Perfect formal specification language was used to develop the CCS formal model due to its 

reliability and effectiveness in presenting transition state systems’ formal models, which is 

important in reducing software development costs. We built a consistent and reliable formal 

model that will play a role in increasing system quality and reducing system testing cost and 

effort.  

We proposed three algorithms to generate test cases from the CCS Perfect formal model. The 

generated test cases were evaluated according to three coverage matrices; state coverage matrix, 

path coverage matrix and edge coverage matrix. We proved that using formal methods through 

the safety-critical software development life cycle plays a significant role in improving the 

testing stage, making it more effective in terms of both effort and cost. 
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 :البحث ملخص

   تهببببببب عت   دإ   لرب مج ببببببب  فببببببب  ودببببببب     ببببببب     مهّ ببببببب    ل  تلعببببببب  لرسببببببب   لر  ببببببب       

ل صبببببب  فبببببب  ب  ، ببببببتلطلق لرسبببببب   لر  بببببب   لن أضببببببذ إربببببب   ربببببب  أ .تهبببببب  فع ر  تهبببببب مت ن

خسبببببب   ألر بكبببببب  عبببببب   لركشببببببذلبببببب عط فبببببب  دمبببببب  نبببببب ن  أن  ،نظ بببببب  لرلبببببب م  لر   بببببب أ

 لر قبببببب    لرجهببببببط   لركلفبببببب  إختصبببببب   إربببببب  دبببببب   لربببببب    للأمبببببب  ع  بهبببببب ،   لرب مج بببببب  

 .لرب مج    لختب   دتسلبه  لرت 

فبببببب    ل بببببب  ف عل تهبببببب    ثببببببب       لر  لصببببببف   لر  بببببب    إربببببب  إدهببببببطا ببببببب ل لرب بببببب  

   ببببب  تببببا بنببببب   ن ببببب    قبببببط   .   لرببببت كا بهببببب  ق ببببب    لرلببببب   ل أنظ بببب   مببببب نظببببب ق رح ربببب  

مبببببب  صبببببب ت   لرت قبببببب   رل  لصببببببف   لر  بببببب   ،  كببببببرهبببببب ل لرنظبببببب ق ب  ببببببتلطلق ر بببببب  ب  ف

رف بببببببج لرب مج ببببببب      لأتبببببببا بنببببببب    كببببببب ر ،  ل  تسببببببب د  ر ببببببب  ب  فكببببببب . أ بببببببتلطلق  ب

ثبببببب ز خ ل وم بببببب   ملتلفبببببب . ط دبببببب   عبببببب لإنتبببببب   حبببببب    ف ببببببج ل ببببببتلطلمه    بببببب  

 ت ل   ت س ته   فع ر ته . تل  م  أ ل  لرف جتق  ا ح      تاّ 

  بببببب   مبببببب   لرف ببببببجن خ ل وم بببببب  لرت ر ببببببط لرعشبببببب ل   ر بببببب    ألرنتبببببب    لربببببب    نبببببب  أ

 نلببببببب ك نبببببب   فقببببببط ؛ رت س بببببب ب لرل صبببببب تبببببب    لرن ح بببببب  مبببببب فضببببببل  ل  ك نبببببب  للألر  ببببببطّ 

  %.100  لر  رح   بل   نلب  ت س    ، ف %77.78 ت س   لر ل  

ر بببببب  ب  فكبببببب   نّ ألرتبببببب  تببببببا لر صبببببب   عل هبببببب   لرتج دب بببببب نتبببببب    لر ب نبببببب  فقببببببط أخ بببببب ل ،  

لرببببببت كا بهبببببب ،   نظبببببب ق ق بببببب    لرلبببببب   ل  فبببببب   ر  ببببببتلطلق م   بببببب رل  لصببببببف   لر  بببببب    

. ك بببب  مكّبببب   ربببب  ل  ببببتلطلق مبببب  ر   بببب لنظ بببب  لرلبببب م  أمبببب  أبببببا ب مج بببب    طلربببب   دعّبببب

  . ه ر    دل ل   أكث  لر لتقبل   لر         تصبح ع ل   لركشذ ع   نأ
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a new approach to the optimum solution based on the Chebyshev distribution for planar 

array and an improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) will be considered. The current excitation of 

each element is used as the optimization factor with an aim to suppress the side lobe level (SLL) and 

reduce the half power beam width (HPBW) with prescribed nulls. Chebyshev distribution is used to define 

IPSO search space. The same array is then thinned to find the best distribution of the active, or on, 

elements in order to obtain the desired requirements. 

KEYWORDS 

Planar array, Chebyshev distribution, Improved particle swarm optimization, Side lobe level suppression, 

Half power beam width. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless communication demands for high gain or directional antennas to decrease interference 

from other applications [1] necessitate a high gain and precise directional antenna to concentrate 

the energy in the desired direction. The obvious solution to these demandsis to reduce the HPBW 

of the radiation pattern. This can be achieved by replacing the antenna elements in a certain 

geometry and improving its performance by proper current and/or phase excitation. Recently, the 

optimization for solving antenna synthesis has revived with the evolutionary and nature inspired 

algorithms [2]-[3]. This has vividly improved wireless communication systems by using smart 

antennas [4]. Smart antennas have the ability to automatically direct the main lobe towards the 

desired user while directing the nulls in the direction of interference so that side lobes towards 

other users are minimized. In recent studies, researchers focused on various types of optimization 

to synthesize different array geometries [5]-[7]. 

Recent studies for planar array focus on new optimization techniques [8] in order to find their 

efficiency in finding the optimum solution for an array antenna to achieve the desired goal. Other 

researchers concentrate on the concept of array thinning. Thinned array means that some of 

uniformly spaced or periodic array elements are turned on while some of them are turned off 

where the element positions are fixed. This will lead to reduce the cost while maintaining the 

same characteristics of the radiation pattern when the filled array of the same size is on. 

Planar array with uniform current excitation can be thinned to shape the radiation pattern in order 

to have a lower SLL and reduced HPBW. It is also possible to place nulls in certain directions. 

Linear and planar thinned arrays have become of interest to researchers in recent years [9]-[10], 

mailto:noor_88m99@yahoo.com1
mailto:mohbat@yu.edu.jo
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because they can shape the radiation pattern without changing the current excitation. Keizer [11] 

has used the concept of array thinning and applied it on tapered planar arrays using Fourier 

transform. The same concept will be used in our treatment of IPSO. The algorithm will first find 

the optimum current for the desired requirements, then the algorithm will find the best 

distribution of the active (on) elements to maintain the desired requirements of the filled array 

with tapered current excitation. 

In this paper, a new approach to the optimum solution for planar array based on Chebyshev 

distribution will be considered. Here, Chebyshev distribution defines IPSO search space as the 

upper and the  lower limit based on the desired SLL. The algorithm seeks optimum excitation for 

the given objective function to obtain the desired radiation pattern in the new defined search 

space. This will enable the algorithm to search for the optimum solution and exclude the initial 

randomness of defining the search space; hence leading to reduce the search time and enhance 

the obtained results. After finding the optimum current, the algorithm will randomly apply 

thinning to the optimized array. 

2. CHEBYSHEV DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PLANAR ANTENNA ARRAY SYNTHESIS 

2.1 Planar Arrays 

A planar array gives more degree of freedom to control the radiation pattern. Here, the radiation 

pattern is more flexible so that a planer array has some advantages over a linear array and 

encompasses more applications such as remote sensing, tracking radar, search radar and 

communications, to name just a few. 

Planar arrays can be considered as an extension to linear arrays. A planer array consists of N 

elements in the y-axis and M elements in the x-axis spread over a rectangular grid as shown in 

Figure 1, where it can be seen as an M linear array of N elements or as an N linear array of M 

elements. 

 

Figure 1. M×N planar array geometry with equal spacing in the x and y directions [12]. 

To formulate an equation of the array factor for planar arrays, there are two methods. The first is 

to use the principle of pattern multiplication; i.e., multiplying the array factor of the M linear 

array at the x-axis by the N linear array at the y-axis, which takes the form [12]: 

                          𝐴𝐹 = 𝐴𝐹𝑥. 𝐴𝐹𝑦                   (1) 

           𝐴𝐹𝑥 = ∑ 𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑗𝑚𝛹𝑥𝑀−1
𝑚=0                       (1.a) 

 

                  𝐴𝐹𝑦 = ∑ 𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑗𝑛𝛹𝑦𝑁−1
𝑛=0                         (1.b) 
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Here, Ψx = kdxâx. âr = kdx sin θ cos ϕ + βx, Ψy =  kdyây. âr  =  kdy sin θ sin ϕ + βy,wm and 

wn is the current excitation of the 𝑚th element and the 𝑛th element at the x-axis and the y-axis, 

respectively, dx and dy are the uniform spacing between the elements in the x-axis and y-axis 

respectively, βx and βy are the phase excitation (relative to the array center) of the mth element 

and the phase excitation (relative to the array center) of the nth element, respectively. 

The other method, that is adopted in this paper, is the same as Eq. (1), but it differs only in 

considering the mnth current to be independent and not restricted to the value of the 

multiplication [8]. The array factor of the planar array will be given in the form:  

               AF = ∑ ∑ wmnejmΨxN−1
n=0 ejnΨyM−1

m=0            (2) 

In Eq. (2), the variables are increased, increasing the complexity of the optimization process, but 

at the same time additional control is given over the shape of the radiation pattern. 

In order to steer the main beam to (θo, ϕo) direction, the phase excitations (βx and βy) need to be 

changed to: 

              βx = −kdx sin θo cos ϕo         (3.a) 

           βy = −kdy sin θo sin ϕo         (3.b) 

To simplify the calculation and reduce the time consumed when taking all the azimuth angels 

into account (approximately 13.48 hours), one can take a single angle (ϕ = 0°) to simplify the 

radiation pattern of Eq. (2). The approximated far field array factor will be in the form: 

         AF = ∑ ∑ wmnej(m−1)(kdx sin θ)N−1
n=0

M−1
m=0                                                        (4) 

The next step in the design process is to formulate the objective function. The fitness function is 

formulated such that the maximum peaks of the SLL of the obtained array factor are restricted 

not to exceed a predefined level (ζ). This fitness function may provide the solution to have the 

desired SLL, but it may affect the desired HPBW, so the difference between the desired 

beamwidth (BWd) and the obtained one (BW) is calculated, and it sets nulls at the interference 

angles θn and make them equal to (q); i.e., a desired null depth.  

 Costfunction =  ∑ (AF(θmsl) − ζ)2
m +(BW − BWd)2 + ∑ (AF(θn) − q)2

n ;         (5) 

where m is the number of the SLL peaks and θmsl represents the angles at these local maxima of 

the AF, BWd is calculated using a formula given by [13]. 

2.2 Chebyshev Distribution 

Chebyshev array was first introduced by Dolph [14], then it was examined by other researchers 

[15]-[16]. Chebyshev array has proven to produce the smallest HPBW for a given side lobe level 

or the lowest SLL for a given HPBW. Hence, it is usually referred to as an optimal array. The 

side lobes in Chebyshev array are equal in level. The idea of Chebyshev array is based on the 

relation between the cosine functions and the Chebyshev polynomials, where a symmetric 

amplitude excitation is usually assumed. To design a Chebyshev array, one needs the number of 

array elements and the desired side lobe level. Barbiere [16] analyzes the procedure to find the 

excitations for Chebyshev array and present a formula to directly calculate them. 

3. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION AND IMPROVED PARTICLE SWARM 

OPTIMIZATION 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [17] is a robust heuristic multi-dimensional global 

optimization method, which is based on swarm intelligence. PSO starts by randomly distributing 

the agents within the search space, then evaluating the fitness of each agent using the fitness 

function, where each particle knows its best value (pbest) and each particle knows the best value 
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so far in the entire group (gbest) among all pbest. After that, each particle tries to modify its 

position based on the distance between the current position and pbest and the distance between 

the current position and gbest. The velocity and position of each particle (element) are changed 

according to:  

Speed update: 

  vin
k+1 = wvin

k + c1r1
k(pbestin

k − xin
k ) + c2r2

k(gbestin
k − xin

k );          (6) 

Position update: 

    xin
k+1 = xin

k + vin
k+1;            (7) 

where vin
k  is the speed and xin

k  is the position of the ith particle in the dth dimension at its kth 

iteration, the parameter w is a number in the range [0,1] called the “inertia weight”, which 

controls the current speed of the particle depending on its previous speed, r1
k and r2

k are two 

uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval [0,1], w indicates the weight by which the 

particle’s current velocity depends on its previous velocity. It was experimentally found in [17] 

that if the value of w is linearly damped with iterations, it will converge faster. 

pbestin
k  and gbestin

k  are the personal best position of the ith particle and the global best position of 

the swarm, respectively. 

The two coefficients c1 and c2 represent the relative weights of the personal best position versus 

the global best position, which regulate the length when flying to the most optimal particle of the 

whole swarm and to the most optimal individual particle, c1 and c2 are set to be 2. Figure 2 is a 

flow chart that illustrates the process of PSO algorithm. 

3.1 Improved Particle Swarm Optimization 

Improved particle swarm optimization [18] is a modification to the original PSO with the aim to 

enhance its searching ability. It has the same strong features of PSO, but has a better searching 

procedure which consequently makes the algorithm converge faster; the only change here is 

made on how to calculate velocity. 

In Eq. (6), r1 and r2 are two uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval [0,1] which are 

independent of each other. There will be a problem in searching for the optimal solution if both 

of them were large. In this case, the agent will be taken far from the local optimum. If both of 

them were small, the personal and social experiences are not fully used and the convergence 

speed of the technique is reduced. 

Instead of having two independent random numbers, one random number, say r1, is used [18]. r2 

in Eq. (6) is set as (1-r1). When r1 is large, (1-r1) will be small and vice versa. Another random 

number r2 is added to have more control of the balance between the local and global search. The 

new formula to calculate the particle velocity is [18]:  

 vin
k+1 = r2

kvin
k + (1 − r2

k)c1r1
k(pbestin

k − xin
k ) + (1 − r2

k)c2(1 − r1
k)(gbestin

k − xin
k );        (8) 

where the position is calculated as in Eq. (7). Figure 2 summarizes the steps used in PSO and 

IPSO algorithms. 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of PSO and IPSO algorithm. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

4.1 Planar Antenna Array Design Using IPSO 

In this section, the current for optimizing 10×10 planar array will be demonstrated. The 

algorithm is implemented using MATLAB. The design parameters are illustrated in Table 1. The 

search space has changed, the new values are based on the current distribution of Chebyshev 

planar array [19]. 

Table 1. IPSO design parameters for a symmetric planar array. 

  

 

 

Example 1:  Planar array with M×N=10×10 elements with the aim to produce a radiation pattern 

that has a -40 dB SLL and an HPBW of 14.4° with two nulls; one at (θn1, ϕn1) = (30°, 0°) and 

the second one at (θn2, ϕn2) = (−30°, 0°) with the maximum radiation pattern directed at 

(θd, ϕd) = (0°, 0°). The fitness function of Eq. (5) is the cost function and the array factor of Eq. 

(4) is used to compute the radiation pattern. The new current values of the elements are 

illustrated in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Symbol Quantity Value 

N Number of elements 100  

𝑐𝟏 and 𝒄𝟐 Speeding figure 2 

𝑃𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 Number of particles 100 

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝒎𝒂𝒙 Number of iterations 250 

𝑋𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒆 Define the search space [1,64] 
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Table 2. Optimized asymmetric current excitation of 10×10 planar antenna array synthesized 

using IPSO. 

 

Table 2 shows the results of  current excitation after the array has been optimized using IPSO, 

where it can be seen that the current magnitude gets higher as we move from the edges to the 

center. 

Figure 3 shows the resulting radiation pattern after optimizing the current excitation at ϕ = 0°, 
while Figure 4 shows the resulting radiation pattern at ϕ = 90°. Since the current being 

optimized is asymmetric, the radiation pattern of these two planes (ϕ = 0°, ϕ = 90°) may and 

may not be identical. In this example, they are not. 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the radiation pattern at ϕ = 0° achieves the desired SLL of        

-40 dB and places the nulls at the desired angle with a very good depth of -80 dB, where the 

HPBW achieved is 14.9° which is 0.4° higher than desired. In the other plane in Figure 4, the 

maximum SLL near the main beam is -31 dB, while the SLL at the edges is about -26.2 dB. This 

is considered a good result, since the fitness function does not evaluate the fitness of the 

algorithm at this plane, it yields an HPBW of 13.7° which is better than desired  by 0.8°.  

 

Figure 3. Synthesized radiation pattern of a 

10×10 planar array antenna using IPSO for 

asymmetric current excitation at ϕ = 0°. 

Figure 4. Synthesized radiation pattern of a 

10×10 planar array antenna using IPSO for 

asymmetric current excitation at ϕ = 90°. 

The average fitness (mean value of 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 in red line) and the fitness (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 in blue line) of each 

iteration for IPSO are illustrated in Figure 5, which shows that the IPSO algorithm reaches its 

steady state and converges after 60 iterations. 

SLL Null Angle Null Depth               HPBW Directivity 

     -40 dB (𝛟 = 𝟎°) 

     -26 dB (𝛟 = 𝟗𝟎°) 

(−30°, 0°) 

(30°, 0°) 

-80 dB 

-80 dB 

        14.9 (ϕ = 0°) 

        13.7 (ϕ = 90°) 
                    22 dB 

 
Magnitude of current excitation 

 

𝒘𝒎𝒏 𝒏𝟏 𝒏𝟐 𝒏𝟑 𝒏𝟒 𝒏𝟓 𝒏𝟔 𝒏𝟕 𝒏𝟖 𝒏𝟗 𝒏𝟏𝟎 

𝒎𝟏 1 3.14 12.34 7.22 7.68 9.73 4.41 14.47 2.82 1 

𝒎𝟐 1 6.78 5.83 20.07 29.10 26.97 18.07 4.20 4.88 2.60 

𝒎𝟑 7.02 10.52 20.85 35.11 38.39 30.65 34.17 21.53 11.22 4.17 

𝒎𝟒 6.18 17.56 29.61 44.78 51.77 55.74 43.75 32.22 15.52 5.98 

𝒎𝟓 7.20 20.64 36.52 53.37 63.50 63.55 54.05 36.30 18.60 7.39 

𝒎𝟔 6.58 20.28 37.41 54.48 63.83 63.90 50.32 36.19 15.16 5.43 

𝒎𝟕 5.11 17.33 29.56 38.44 52.45 54.50 44.10 31.69 16.91 4.69 

𝒎𝟖 5.73 12.04 22.34 32.99 36.50 37.40 31.57 22.77 10.62 5.75 

𝒎𝟗 2.38 8.45 4.52 26.47 16.49 20.92 18.42 8.06 4.16 1.18 

𝒎𝟏𝟎 1 4.26 24.68 14.51 28.19 13.32 10.99 3.04 1.02 1 
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Figure 5. The average fitness of the global best value for each iteration using IPSO. 

 

Figure 6. 2-D normalized AF of a 10×10 planar array antenna using IPSO for asymmetric 

current excitation at different angles ϕ. 
 

Figure 6 exhibits the 2-D normalized radiation pattern of the optimized planar array at different 

angles ϕ, where it is obvious that the SLL being suppressed as desired. 

4.2 Thinned Planar Array Design  

The aim here is to find the best distribution of the active (on) elements to maintain the desired 

requirements of the filled array in example 1 with tapered current excitation. Here, the algorithm 

randomly turns on and off the elements, then evaluates the fitness of the resulting array factor. 

The goal is to maintain the same array factor characteristics of the filled array with tapered 

current. 

Example 2: A 10×10 planar array with optimized current excitation using IPSO and uniform 

spacing with d=0.5λ is considered to be thinned. The current values are in Table 2 and the 

desired array factor is shown in Figure 3; a maximum SLL of -40 dB with an HPBW of 14.9° at 

(ϕ = 0°), a maximum SLL of -26.2 dB with an HPBW of 13.7° at (ϕ = 90°) and two nulls at 

(θ, ϕ) = (−30°, 0°), (θ, ϕ) = (30°, 0°). The fitness function of Eq. (5) is the cost function, and 

the array factor of Eq. (4) is used to compute the radiation pattern.  

The new distribution of the active elements in the 10×10 thinned planar array is illustrated in 

Table 3. Figure 7 shows the resulting radiation pattern of the thinned array at ϕ = 0°, while 

Figure 8 shows the resulting radiation pattern at ϕ = 90°.  

After thinning, 10 elements have been turned off, and the resulting radiation pattern has minor 

changes far from the main lobe, which is considered a very good result. In this paper, thinning is 
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limited to only 10% of the array elements, because the thinned array elements have a different 

(tapered) current excitation to achieve the desired array factor. Therefore, eliminating any 

elements will have greater impact on the array factor than the usual thinning which is applied to 

uniform current arrays. However, it is shown that when using uniform current distribution, 42% 

of the elements can be turned off [4]. 

In the given example, turning off more than 10 elements will cause undesired characteristics in 

the resulting array factor, such as higher SLL or higher HPBW. So, the maximum number of 

elements that can be turned off while maintaining the desired array factor is 10 elements. 

Table 3. Thinned array of a 10×10 planar array with optimized current excitation synthesized 

using IPSO. 

 

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the radiation pattern at ϕ = 0° achieves the desired SLL of        

-40 dB near the main lobe, where at the edges the SLL increases to -35 dB, placing the nulls at 

the desired angles with a good depth of -64 dB, where the HPBW achieved is as desired. In the 

other plane as shown in Figure 8, the maximum SLL near the main beam is -32 dB, while the 

SLL at the edges is about -27 dB which is better than desired. This is considered a good result, 

since the fitness function does not evaluate the fitness of the algorithm at this plane. 

 

Figure 7. Synthesized radiation pattern of a 10×10 

tapered tinned planar array antenna using IPSO 

at ϕ = 0°. 

Figure 8. Synthesized radiation pattern of a 

10×10 tapered thinned planar array antenna 

using IPSO at ϕ = 90°. 

              SLL                Null Angle Null Depth        HPBW            Directivity 

     -35 dB (𝛟 = 𝟎°) 

     -27 dB (𝛟 = 𝟗𝟎°) 

(−30°, 0°) 

(30°, 0°) 

   -64 dB 

   -64 dB 

    14.9° (ϕ = 0°) 

    14° (ϕ = 90°) 
  21.9 dB 

 

 

Magnitude of current excitation 

 

𝒘𝒎𝒏 𝒏𝟏 𝒏𝟐 𝒏𝟑 𝒏𝟒 𝒏𝟓 𝒏𝟔 𝒏𝟕 𝒏𝟖 𝒏𝟗 𝒏𝟏𝟎 

𝒎𝟏 1 3.14 12.34 7.22 7.68 9.73 4.41 0 2.82 1 

𝒎𝟐 0 0 5.83 20.07 29.10 26.97 18.07 4.20 0 2.60 

𝒎𝟑 7.02 10.52 20.85 35.11 38.39 30.65 0 21.53 11.22 4.17 
𝒎𝟒 0 17.56 29.61 44.78 51.77 55.74 43.75 32.22 15.52 5.98 
𝒎𝟓 7.20 20.64 36.52 53.37 63.50 63.55 54.05 36.30 18.60 7.39 

𝒎𝟔 6.58 20.28 37.41 54.48 63.83 63.90 50.32 36.19 15.16 5.43 

𝒎𝟕 5.11 17.33 29.56 38.44 52.45 54.50 44.10 31.69 16.91 4.69 
𝒎𝟖 0 12.04 22.34 32.99 36.50 37.40 31.57 22.77 10.62 5.75 
𝒎𝟗 2.38 8.45 4.52 26.47 0 20.92 18.42 8.06 4.16 1.18 

𝒎𝟏𝟎 1 4.26 24.68 14.51 28.19 0 10.99 0 1.02 1 
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Figure 9. 2-D normalized AF of a 10×10 tapered thinned planar array antenna using IPSO for 

asymmetric current excitation at different angles ϕ. 

Figure 9 exhibits the 2-D normalized radiation pattern of the optimized thinned planar array at 

different angles ϕ, it is obvious that the SLL are suppressed as desired. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, IPSO has been successfully used to optimize a planar array antenna. The efficiency 

of the algorithm especially in multi-objective optimization has been shown. By adjusting the 

current excitation, the algorithm was able to find the optimum value for the desired properties 

with fast convergence. The designed array has achieved the desired requirements for the filled 

array. Moreover, these requirements have been maintained for the thinned planar array. Thinning 

was limited to only 10% of the array elements, because the thinned array elements have different 

(tapered) current excitation to achieve the desired array factor. Therefore, eliminating any 

element will have greater impact on the array factor than usual thinning which is applied to 

uniform current arrays. 

As the examples have been illustrated,  turning off more than 10 elements will cause undesired 

characteristics in the resulting array factor, such as higher SLL or higher HPBW. So, the 

maximum number of elements that can be turned off while maintaining the desired array factor 

amount to 10 elements. 
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 :البحث ملخص

  لسمميحي   لهو ئيمم  للمصممفوف   لأمثمم   لحمم    إلمم  للوصممو  جديممد نهمم  بمم  إت    لبحمم   همم   فمم  تمم   

 تيممم    سمممامد .  لجسممميم   لسممم    لمثلممم   لاسممماف    تحسمممي  و Chebyshev توزيممم  ب سمممامد  

 شممم    عممم   مممم   لإشممم    ىمسممماو تقليممم  بهمممد  مثلممم   سممماف    ع مممم  عنصممم  لكممم   لإثممم   

 أن ب لإشمممم     لجممممدي  و .م ينمممم  تج همممم    فمممم  لإشمممم   ل  لمسممممب  كممممب  ل ممممم   لقممممد   مناصمممم 

مممم  لجسمممميم   لسمممم    لبحمممم  فضمممم   لاحديممممد يسممممامد  Chebyshev  توزيمممم   تمممم  قممممد و .  لمحس 

 أجمممم  ممممم   ل  ملمممم   أو  لنشممممي   لل ن صمممم  توزيمممم  أفضمممم  لإيجمممم   نفسممممه   لمصممممفوف  ت قيمممم 

 . لميلوب   لمايلب   عل   لحصو 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/RecentIssue.jsp?punumber=5
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ABSTRACT 

Searching and retrieving information from the Holy Quran have recently received special attention by 

Muslim and Arab researchers. Many applications and websites offered to perform search through the 

Quran using keywords, semantic search or even both.  Arabic; as the language of the Quran, is having a 

complex structure and thus the searching process of Arabic scripts is rather more difficult than English. 

In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach; using a combination of syntactic (keyword) and word 

semantics, to search through the Quran text. The Quran text was pre-processed and represented in a 

XML format. A system was implemented using Python, where the concept of regular expressions is used 

to test the approach with a Graphical User Interface used to manipulate user requests. Good and 

promising results from the approach were obtained.  

KEYWORDS 

Arabic NLP, IR, Quran, Keyword search, Semantic search. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Information has mostly been stored in digital formats, so that it can be accessed from anywhere 

at any time [1]. In such a world, the information storage and retrieval has become one of the top 

research areas, particularly over the period of the past few years [2]. Despite a number of 

research approaches conducted to customize and improve information retrieval techniques, there 

is still room for improvements in these techniques [3]. The major aim is to make query 

processing as natural as possible, so that the users can enter a query into the search engine in 

any language and the system should be able to respond and retrieve the information within the 

minimum possible delay.  

An information retrieval system should be able to serve the users of all levels of expertise; 

occasional or experts [4]. In return of a user’s query, a Search Engine explores all the possible 

reachable resources [5] considering entered keywords. The high quality retrieval algorithms 

within a search engine should, however, be able to narrow down the scope of the retrieved 

documents and return only those documents which are closely related to the query; a problem 

that becomes more serious when it comes to languages other than English. This is because most 

of the searching algorithms for retrieving information were developed to serve Latin-based 

languages such as English. Therefore, applying these algorithms to other languages poses a 

clear challenge, due to the fundamental underlying differences in the nature of these languages. 

So, the performance of any algorithm or application is based on the nature and complexity of 

the language [6], mainly on the characteristics of the language itself.  

Islam is one of the fastest growing religions in the world, where Muslims receive their 

inspirations and beliefs from two major sources: the Quran; the word of the Almighty Allah 

(God) and the Hadith; the sayings of the prophet Mohammad (peace be upon him). Nowadays, 

mailto:g.filtman@zzz.com
mailto:shawakfa@yu.edu.jo
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both Quran and Hadith can be stored digitally and thus offer a better and efficient way to 

process them using text analytic techniques. These techniques have the potential to summarize, 

search, analyze and effectively present different concepts from these resources.  There is a need 

for building intelligent tools that could help Quran readers to search for most relevant and 

effective results related to a given concept.  

In this paper, an initial effort was made to introduce and build an approach that can help in 

processing and understanding the Quran text. This approach can be further used in other works 

and could be extended to serve other search processes for Islamic knowledge such as searching 

the Hadith, Fiqh and even through Islamic History.  

2. RELATED WORK 

There has been some work on Arabic Natural Language Processing related to the field of search 

and retrieval of Information from the Holy Quran. Most of the implemented Quran information 

retrieval systems were based on keyword search [7]. Such implemented systems can be further 

improved and extended to give more close and accurate results, which has formulated the major 

objective behind this research. 

Many websites and/or online search engines or tools were established to deal with searching 

through the Quran. Some of these were SearchTruth, Allah.pk, the Islamic Search tools, 

IntoIslam, … and many others. 

The SearchTruth system [8], for instance, searches on the basis of keyword substring matching. 

No exact word matching is performed, but rather searches are performed for a word that is part 

of any other word in the Quran. For instance, if you search for the word “حم”, all verses that 

contain a word with the substring “حم” will come up as part of the result page such as “رحم”, 

  .etc … ,”لحم“ ,  ”حم“

The guided way technology [9], however, offers searching the Quran using different languages. 

It searches for exact words in the Quran; thus eliminating all other possibilities of word forms, 

which may lead to less related results. Chatbot [10] tries to find the most considerable words in 

the query and performs keyword based search to find the relevant verse in the Quran.  

The search engine Islamic Search tools [11] performs search using Google web search Engine to 

find an exact word match (or partial) based on some Islamic related keywords, such as “Quran”, 

“Islam” and other words.  Allah.pk [12] is a search engine that looks for an exact keyword 

match and provides results in both English translation and Arabic. IslamiCity [13] gives results 

based on the exact string matching in the translation of the Quran.  It gives the Arabic verse, its 

translation and the phonetic verse. IntoIslam [14] is similar to the search engine Islamic Search 

Tools and searches using the Google API. IntoIslam provides searching in the form of audio, 

video, translation or text files.  

In most of the used approaches to Arabic IR, light stemming is performed [15]-[16]. To search 

for Arabic words, three methods are usually applied:  full-word-based, stem-based and word 

synonyms-based. The above mentioned tools search on the basis of keywords by different 

translations using the syntactic approach. However, a semantic search approach is, on the other 

hand, beyond the syntactic level of matching keywords [17]-[18]. For example, a search for the 

word “جنة” using the syntactic approach would give only those verses that has the word “جنة” 

itself in them. However, using the semantic (or conceptual) approach, then using the synonyms 

of the word “جنة” we could find the word to be reflected in other words such as “عدن“ ,”فردوس” 

or “دار”, thus leading to more verses that are related to the concept of “جنة”. Unfortunately, the 

conceptual search approach has not been fully explored and need more attention.  

Many of the available hybrid searches today [19] can be used to combine keyword search and 

ontology-based search. However, such approaches still force the user to choose either keyword-

based or ontology-based search without the ability to merge them. A hybrid approach for 
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extracting information based on keyword and semantic search was proposed by [20], but deals 

mainly with the English language and uses Resource Description Framework (RDF) for 

representing data and SPARQL for querying data.     

The concept of XML has been introduced widely to be used in fulfilling a semantic search using 

semantic rules [21]-[22]. Using this concept, all chapters of the Holy Quran could be easily 

represented in an XML document, thus making it easier to represent, exchange and process data 

on the web or within any system that supports the usage and manipulation of XML documents. 

In addition, a structured database can be easily manipulated when stored in XML format. An 

XML parser is available in most programming languages of today such as the Document Object 

Module (DOM) parser built in Java.  

The concept of regular expressions (regex) was initially introduced in the Unix operating system 

and then was further adopted to be used in programming languages and is not related to a 

specific language by itself. So, regex could be found in languages like C++, C#, Python, … etc. 

to help in searching for text using patterns [23]. By combining XML parsers with regular 

expressions, we can build a great searching tool, such as that of [24]. 

With the existence of different approaches to deal with concepts in the Holy Quran, a unified 

approach was suggested by [27]. In their proposed approach, the authors have started to identify 

different formats to map different linguistic annotations into SketchEngine format. According to 

the authors, their approach can be easily reused to unify the alternative concept tagsets; thus 

making it easier to provide an accessible Quran resource for linguistic research. 

A bilingual (Arabic/English) web-based search tool for searching for around 1100 concepts 

and/or topics of the Holy Quran was introduced by [28]. In this research, the authors used the 

Mushaf Al Tajweed from which semantic conceptual information were annotated to each verse. 

To search for any concept, the user navigates through the ontology tree to the requested concept, 

from which he/she can obtain a list of tagged verses. 

A survey on different projects dealing with searching and Information Extraction from the Holy 

Quran was studied by [29]. In their study, 11 different projects were studied using an 8-criteria 

comparison approach for projects that were using ontologies as a means of representation and 

encapsulation of the knowledge in the Holy Quran. According to the authors, an authentic 

framework, suitable for ontology applications, was used for the purposes of comparison. 

Different shortcomings of existing projects were mentioned. 

A cloud-based integrated Quran portal was introduced in the work of [30]. In their work, the 

authors have used the Drupal platform technology to build the portal which can be used to 

search the Qur’an in more than one language. According to the authors, their work can be 

reused through a set of APIs accessible through the cloud. 

A very good survey of existing ontology projects applied to the Holy Quran was made by [31]. 

In their paper, the authors have surveyed 12 different projects using a 9-criteria comparison 

process and found out that most of the existing ontologies are incomplete focusing on some 

specific domains each with no agreement on the type of formats, technologies to use and how to 

verify their approaches. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Following is the methodology that was used to conduct this research, including data collection, 

pre-processing and the methods used for storage, searching and ranking of the result. 
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3.1 Data Collection 

The text of the Holy Quran was downloaded from [21] in the format of an XML file with fully 

vocalized text. The file has only attributes for Chapter number, Verse Number and Verse 

vocalized Text. This website represents a Quranic project that was launched in early 2007 with a 

mission of producing a standard Quran text that could serve as a reliable source to be used in 

different Quran related studies.  

As part of the research effort, we had to build the full corpora and add to the XML file other 

attributes and values that refer to the non-vocalized version of the verses, translation of each 

verse into English, list of synonyms for Quran words as per the context and the explanation 

(tafsir) of the Quran words and verses. The translation of the meanings of the Quran words was 

also added from [25], the explanation was added by authors from [26] and based on the word 

context and Quranic commentaries on each verse from the tafsir in [26] and the list of synonyms 

was manually added to the attributes of the XML file. To produce the non-vocalized version of 

the Holy Quran, a simple program was written to strip the verses’ words from diacritic symbols. 

This effort, which took quite some time, has resulted in the final Quran text database that could 

be used for the purposes of this, as well as other, research on the Holy Quran. 

3.2 Regular Expressions 

A Regular Expression is a sequence of characters that define a search pattern using some special 

characters like (^…, […], $, *…) that can be used to help in searching for text. Regular 

expressions are found in several search engines, search and replace dialogs of several word 

processors and text editors. Many programming languages provide regular expression 

capabilities, some are built-in, such as Perl, JavaScript, Ruby, AWK and TCL, while others 

offers regular expressions via a standard library, like the .NET languages, Java, Python 

and C++. Using a regular expression to search for a word that starts at the beginning of a string 

we use the caret (^), where if the search was for a word that is located at the end of a string, we 

use the dollar sign ($). For instance, to search for any string that starts with the word “hello”, we 

use the pattern: ^hello; which could produce strings like “hello world”, “hello there”, … etc., 

where a search like “world$” would give resulting strings like “hello world”, “in the world”, … 

etc. 

Patterns are constructed to search through the Quran or specific verses. The search is extended 

to search using the synonyms of the words to reach meaning levels of words; for example, if a 

query contains the word “جنة”, one may get a result that contains synonym words of “جنة” like 

 Patterns are built based on regular expression rules. An example of a  .[’يمين‘ ,’نعيم‘ ,’فردوس‘]

pattern could be given as [20]: 

^([a-zA-Z0-9._-])+@([ a-zA-Z0-9.-])+\.([a-zA-Z.]){2,5}$ 

which is mainly used to match with texts that represent email addresses of the form 

email_address@organization.toplvl  

In this research, we have built a set of patterns based on regular expressions to help in 

simplifying the search process of Quranic text. We used the Python programming language that 

has a module which provides regular expression matching operations similar to those found in 

Perl with powerful functions to conduct matching, replacing, filtering and validating of text 

operations. Having in mind the right to left property of the Arabic language, the following is an 

example of a Regular Expression Pattern to search for the word “الله” with its all variations in the 

Quran like “اللهم”, “ اللهو  .etc … ,”تالله“ ,”

 ) |ء|ا|و|ف|ل|ب|ت|ي( الله ) |م|$(

 

mailto:email_address@organization.toplvl
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3.3 Holy Quran Data Set  

In this research, we have used the concept of XML to represent the different chapters of the 

Holy Quran. The 114 chapters (Sura) of the Quran are grouped by the tag <SURA> and ended 

with the tag </SURA>. Each chapter has a number of verses (Aya) which are represented by the 

tag <AYA> and ended with </AYA>. Chapter tags has a number of attributes: the kind of the 

chapter; either a value of  “مكية” or “مدنية”, an index; holding the order number of the Chapter in 

Quran, the name of the Chapter, the total number of words  in each chapter and the part (Juz’o) 

number. The AYA tag has an attribute "index" which holds the verse number in the Chapter and 

the Hizb. AYA has subtag(s) named "word", which stores values related to the word such as its 

English translation, the explanation (Tafseer) of the word and any existing Synonyms; words in 

the Quran that have the same meaning, to serve for semantic search.  

The XML document of the Quran is stored in a file that is read by the Dom parser. DOM parses 

the file and builds a tree structure of the XML document called Document Object Model 

(DOM) tree. DOM3 is a standard for creating and manipulating in memory representation of 

XML content. Figure 1 gives a sample XML representation of Chapter 108 (Al-Kawthar). 

Figure 1.  XML representation of Chapter 108 (Al-Kawther). 

The size of the Quran text is fixed and hence, the complete tree of the Quran is built from the 

XML document representation as shown in Figure 1. A user may be interested in finding 

additional relevant information from the search; this includes details about the Chapter, Part, 

page number, explanation and any other related information; something that can be easily 

determined from the built tree. 

3.4 Searching the Quranic Text 

The Quran in its original form has the text fully vocalized; with diacritics on different 

characters. To search through a fully vocalized text is a tedious process and thus, a non-

vocalized version was inserted within the XML document. To search for a given string in the 

Holy Quran, a system was built supported with a graphical user interface with two inputs: the 

string to search for and the search region style, which can be either the whole Quran text or a 

specific Chapter.  

A Tokenization process is performed on the string being searched and then stored into an array 

of Tokens. If the “Chapter” search style was chosen, the given Chapter is then selected and the 

search is performed in that specific chapter; otherwise, the search will cover all chapters of the 

Holy Quran. Initially, the search starts by storing the synonyms for every word in the Quran into 

an array of synonyms. Then, using regular expressions, a word match of every word in the 

query with the synonyms array for every verse is performed. If a match is found, the index of 

the verse in a search index array is stored. Once the search is done, the index array is sorted and 
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the term weight representing the count, or the number of times each index in the array has 

occurred, is calculated. The verse with the highest term weight is chosen as the most relevant 

verse to the query. The main purpose behind searching a word by word is to consider the 

different sequences of words and then apply words conceptual search to improve the efficiency 

of the search. The algorithm used for our approach to build Al-Baheth Searcher is given in 

Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Algorithm used for searching the Quran in Al-Baheth. 

Of course, before we could do any search, the Holy Quran text was pre-processed to build the 

XML document, and this was performed only once. The pre-processing involved removing 

diacritic symbols to obtain the non-vocalized version of the Quran and applying light stemming 

on the Quran words to obtain different word forms as part of the Synonyms. Additional 

synonyms were added to fill the different values of the XML document attributes. While Figure 

3 shows the logical flow of the methodology, Figure 4 shows the GUI interface of the built 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Logical flow of methodology. 
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Figure 4. Graphical user interface of Al-Baheth searcher of Quran text. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this research, and for comparison purposes, we have conducted a thorough search with 

different systems that are known to be used to retrieve text from the Holy Quran and compared 

their results with the results obtained from our built system; Al-Baheth. Table 1 gives such 

comparison.  

Looking at the results obtained by our approach, in comparison with others, we can say that our 

approach resulted in obtaining excellent results. For instance, when retrieving the verses that 

contain the word “الله”, the total number of occurrences in the Holy Quran is 2707 and Al-Baheth 

found 2697 of them with a recall accuracy of 99.6%. Similarly, a recall accuracy of 100% was 

obtained for the word “الشهر”, a 93.2% for the word “الملائكة”, a 89.7% for the word “الشياطين”, a 

98.3% for the word “الدنيا” and a 96.5%  recall accuracy for the word “الآخرة”. 

Table 1. A Comparison of retrieved words between Al-Baheth and other systems. 

 

 العدد 
 Allah.Pk Guidedways SearchTruth الفعلي

 ،القران الكريمحصاء إ
 3صدار لإا 

برنامج القران الكريم 

 IntoIslam Al-Baheth جامعة الملك سعود

 2697 0 1745 2557 1746 6212 0 2707 الله

 12 0 5 6 7 6212 0 12 الشهر

 82 0 53 0 53 6212 0 88 الملائكة

 79 0 14 0 17 6212 0 88 الشياطين

 113 0 111 115 111 6212 0 115 الدنيا 

 111 0 110 112 115 6212 0 115 خرةالآ

 

From the above results, we can notice that both Allah.pk and IntoIslam did not retrieve any 

words. The main reason for that is the fact that they are not suitable for searching the Holy 

Quran in Arabic. Furthermore, “Guidedways” is not suitable as well to search the Holy Quran in 

Arabic, and that is why the total number of verses in the Quran instead was retrieved as the 

result. However, when performing search on Guidedways in English, it has outperformed 

Allah.pk engine which has the capability to search in English. 

When searching the Holy Quran using Al-Baheth, both semantic and syntactic information of 

the words in the query are being used for the purposes of the search using the concept of regular 

expression patterns. This approach has enhanced the probability of finding our answers via 
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searching the non-vocalized attribute of each verse combined with the list of synonyms that 

might be attached to the non-vocalized version of the words of the verse, which has resulted in 

obtaining better results than other compared approaches.   

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Despite the number of research approaches that have been taken to customize and improve the 

information retrieval techniques, especially when dealing with Arabic language, there is still 

room for improvement to these techniques. In this research, we proposed and implemented a 

hybrid approach; a combination of syntactic- and semantic-based approach to index and search 

through the Holy Quran. The proposed algorithm efficiently identifies the required part from the 

Holy Quran that best matches a user’s query. We used XML to index the Holy Quran text in a 

specific structure, which has proven to be an efficient way of representation. The concept of 

regular expressions was helpful in identifying the requested words because of the flexibility it 

offers. Results of this work have shown the efficient performance of the proposed algorithm in 

the retrieval of information from the Quran text. According to the authors’ knowledge, no work 

at this level has been completed for the Arabic language, which could provide the user with the 

searching capabilities at the level of words. This could refer our approach as the first of its kind 

on Arabic. 

Due to the obtained good results of this approach, and as a future research, it would be helpful 

to use the approach to search for other topics and concepts in different parts of the Holy Quran. 

Using this approach, we are planning to conduct a future research for extracting information 

from different sacred documents like Hadith, Fiqh and even other Islamic historical documents. 
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 ملخص البحث:

ه ستتتتتت رجال المعل متتتتتتات منتتتتتتاوفتتتتتت  نقتتتتتت ر ال تتتتتتر ن الكتتتتتتريم عمليتتتتتتة ال حتتتتتت  إستتتتتت ح  ت 

تزختتتتتر . و فتتتتت  الآونتتتتتة ا خيتتتتترة ل تتتتتاحلين العتتتتترب والم تتتتتلمينان العديتتتتتد متتتتت إه متتتتتامعلتتتتت  

تف تتتتتتا الم تتتتتتال ال تتتتتت  لك رونيتتتتتتة اإ م اقتتتتتت الال ط ي تتتتتتات ون رنتتتتتتث رتتتتتتالكلير متتتتتتن شتتتتتت كة اإ

عتتتتتن ستتتتت ادام الكلمتتتتتات المف احيتتتتتة  و ارإمتتتتتا لل احتتتتت  لي تتتتت م رال حتتتتت  فتتتتت  ال تتتتتر ن الكتتتتتريم  

 الطري  ين معاً. ر و ، معان  الكلماتطريق 

ر راايتتتتتتة مع تتتتتتتدة  ميتتتتتتزت الكتتتتتتتريم،  ل تتتتتتة ال تتتتتتر نو ال تتتتتتدير رالتتتتتت ار  ن الل تتتتتتة العرريتتتتتتتة، 

لنقتتتتتتتت ر ال حتتتتتتتت  فتتتتتتتت  ا عتتتتتتتتف ال حتتتتتتتت  فتتتتتتتت  النقتتتتتتتت ر العرريتتتتتتتتة   تتتتتتتتعة متتتتتتتتن ت

 .اإن ليزية

ه تتتتين لل حتتتت  فتتتت  ال تتتتر ن الكتتتتريم ي متتتت  رتتتتين منحتتتت  ق تتتتر  ا، تتتتتم فتتتت  هتتتت ا العمتتتتف ال حلتتتت 

معتتتتتتان  الكلمتتتتتتات. ول ح يتتتتتتق استتتتتت ادام الكلمتتتتتتات المف احيتتتتتتة وال حتتتتتت  راستتتتتت ادام ال حتتتتتت  ر

ن تتتتتتتيق ت هيزهتتتتتتتا ر والكتتتتتتتريم م تتتتتتت  اً نقتتتتتتت ر ال تتتتتتتر ن  معال تتتتتتتة ثتمتتتتتتت هتتتتتتت ة ال ايتتتتتتتة،

XML الم  تتتتتتر  و حتتتتتتنمتتتتتتن  تتتتتتلاحية المح تتتتتتق و لل مليتتتتتتة ال حتتتتتت . ل كتتتتتت ن ملائمتتتتتتة لع  

رنتتتتتاء ن تتتتتام  تتتتتتم   ملائم تتتتته لعمليتتتتتة ال حتتتتت  و استتتتت رجال المعل متتتتتات متتتتتن ال تتتتتر ن الكتتتتتريم،

  إ  ي تتتتتتتت ادم مفهتتتتتتتت م ال عتتتتتتتتارير المن  متتتتتتتتة  خ  تتتتتتتتار المنحتتتتتتتت  ستتتتتتتت ادام ل تتتتتتتتة رتتتتتتتتايل نار

تتتتتتتتم  قتتتتتتتد الم تتتتتتت ادمين. وطل تتتتتتتات تتتتتتتت فير واجهتتتتتتتة ررم يتتتتتتتة لمعال تتتتتتتة الم  تتتتتتتر  متتتتتتت  

 .جي دة و واعدةعل  ن ائج من المنح  الم  ر  لحق ل ا
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the effects of the input signal on the gain and carrier density response of a 

semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). The SOA is modeled using a segmentation method. The input bias 

current input power, wavelength and the length of SOA required for amplification and switching 

functions are investigated. Moreover, the effect of temperature on SOA operation is investigated, as well 

as the thermo-optical effect. The operation principle is simulated, and the results show the input 

boundary conditions and requirements in which the SOA can be used as an amplifier and as a switch. 

KEYWORDS 

Semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), Carrier density, Stimulated emission, Gain response, Thermo-

optical effect, Dynamic range, Phase shift, Linear region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As the demand for network capacity is rising due to the rapid increase in the Internet traffic 

volume, there is a growing need for all-optical based systems. The all-optical based system 

should offer much greater bandwidth and higher reliability than the traditional copper cables 

and the optoelectronic based communication technologies. 

In the beginning, optical fiber network started as a simple connection with no routing capability. 

The use of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and optical time division multiplexing 

(OTDM) increased the overall capacity of the point-to-point optical fiber transmission systems. 

The development of second-generation high speed systems, such as the synchronous optical 

network and the synchronous digital hierarchy, offered supplementary switching and routing 

capabilities to the network [1]-[2]. Optical add/drop multiplexers and optical cross connectors 

were further introduced to the network in order to offer wavelength routing capabilities [3]-[4]. 

However, in such systems, the switching process is still performed in the electrical domain 

requiring optical-electrical-optical (O-E-O) conversion modules [5]-[6]. To meet the network 

speed and capacity demands and to overcome the bottlenecks of O-E-O conversion, ultra-fast 

photonic networks that rely on photonic signal processing are required. The next generation 

optical network is aimed to carry out all the processing in the optical domain, operating at 

speeds (hundreds of gigabits per second) well beyond the existing electronic devices [7]-[12]. It 

is important to note that an all-optical processing technology is not a replacement, but is a 

complementary alternative, to electrical processing, particularly at the backbone optical layer. 

Both circuit and packet switching could be adopted in all- optical networks. 

However, packet switching is more flexible than circuit switching in throughput and switching 

speed [13]. An all-optical network offers transparency, implying that data can be carried at a 

range of bit rates and protocols and can also support different higher layers. 

mailto:aser_m2002@yahoo.com
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The development of high capacity optical networks increased the demand for new optical 

devices that are able to perform in almost all-optical functions. The key processes in all-optical 

switching are regeneration and wavelength conversion, where SOA is the key building block. 

Among all-optical switches [14], ultra-fast all-optical switches based on the SOA, such as 

Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) [15]-[21] are the most promising candidates for the 

realization of all-optical switching and processing applications compared to other switches, such 

as ultra-fast non-linear interferometers (UNIs) [22]-[23] and terahertz optical asymmetric 

demultiplexers (TOADs) [24]-[26].  

The use of SOA-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) schemes will allow the 

processing of packets ‘on-the-fly’ in future photonic routers. The SOA-MZI is used in almost all 

functions inside a photonic router, such as clock extraction circuits, header/payload separation, 

optical flip-flops, wavelength converters, all-optical gates and switching [27]-[34]. The 

performance of SOA, in terms of the gain temporal behavior, the carrier density and stimulation 

emission, is affected by several factors, including the dimensions of the waveguide and input 

parameters, such as the external bias current and the power and wavelength of the propagating 

input signal. Controlling these factors will lead to improving and optimizing the SOA 

amplification and/or switching characteristics, as well as the uniformity of the generated output 

signal that is necessary to reduce the system power penalty. 

This paper proposes a segmentation model of the SOA based on numerical and mathematical 

equations. The model is used to analyze the impact of the input parameters and propagating 

signals on the SOA carrier density and its gain response to further understand the SOA 

operation. The segmentation model has been introduced in modeling the semiconductor devices 

[35]. However, the segmentation model used in this paper takes into account the differential 

gain effect and the temperature effect of the semiconductor optical amplifier. It also investigates 

switching operation in more details. Moreover, the dynamic behavior of SOA, including optical-

thermo-effect and dynamic range will be thoroughly investigated.  

Next stage will be dealing with optimization of SOA parameters to maximize the output gain for 

amplification and optimization of SOA non-linear characteristics when used in optical 

switching. The boundaries and conditions necessary for the input parameters to achieve the 180º 

induced phase shift are managed for switching function in SOA-based optical switches. 

The paper is organized as follows; in the next section, the principle of SOA is presented. 

Section three introduces the mathematical model used, including segmentation model and rate 

equations of SOA with phase shift equations. Section four presents the results and discussion. 

The conclusion is then drawn. 

2. PRINCIPLE OF SOA 

SOAs amplify incident light through stimulated emission. An electrical pump current is used to 

excite the electrons in the active region of the SOA. When the optical signal travels through the 

active region, it causes these electrons to lose energy in the form of photons and get back to the 

ground state. The stimulated photons have the same wavelength as the optical signal, thus 

amplifying the optical signal as shown in Figure 1. The basic working principle of a SOA is the 

same as a semiconductor laser, but without feedback. 
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Figure 1. SOA amplifications due to stimulation emission process [36]. 

3. METHOD  

3.1 Segmentation Model 

In order to understand the factors affecting the SOA gain and the emerging output signals, a 

segmentation model of the SOA is introduced, where the SOA is divided into ten equal 

segments of length l=L/10 each. The model helps in identifying the small changes that occur 

within the short length of each segment. Ten segments were chosen for a sufficient accurate 

investigation on the change in the carrier density and the signal gain along the SOA. 

3.2 Mathematical Model 

The rate equations in small segments in an SOA are iteratively calculated while taking the 

carrier density change and the SOA length into account [37]. 

3.2.1 Rate Equations 

When light is injected into the SOA, changes occur in the carrier and photon densities within the 

active region of the SOA. These changes can be described using the rate equations. The gain 

medium of the amplifier is described by the material gain coefficient, 𝑔 (per unit length) which 

is dependent on the carrier density N and is given by [38]: 

                                            𝑔 =  𝑎1 (𝑁 −  𝑁0 );                                                                                  (1) 

where 𝑁0 is the carrier density at transparency point and 𝑎1   is the differential gain parameter. 

The net gain coefficient 𝑔𝑡  is defined by:  

                                                   𝑔𝑡 =   Γ . g −  𝑎𝑠                                                                                        (2) 

where 𝑎𝑠   is the internal waveguide scattering loss and Γ is the confinement factor, which is the 

ratio of the light intensity within the active region to the sum of light intensity [39]. The total 

gain 𝐺 of an optical wave experienced at the location z of an SOA can be calculated according 

to: 

                                                  𝐺 =  𝑒𝑔𝑡.𝑧                                                                                                    (3) 

assuming a constant carrier density at any given location z within the active region of the SOA. 

Therefore, the average output power 𝑃𝑎𝑣  over the length of the SOA becomes: 
 

                                              𝑃𝑎𝑣 =  𝑃𝑖𝑛  

(𝑒𝑔𝑡.𝐿 −  1)

𝑔𝑡 . 𝐿  
                                                                              (4) 

where 𝐿 is the length of the SOA and 𝑃𝑖𝑛   is the input signal power. The carrier density rate 

equation expresses the conservation of carriers inside the active layer. It takes into account the 

current density and the net rate of carrier generation and recombination averaged over the active 

layer. The recombination rate consists of spontaneous and stimulated recombination. The 

spontaneous recombination rate includes the radiative and non-radiative components. The non-

radiative recombination takes into account the Auger recombination, which is generally the 
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dominant non-radiative process in long wavelength lasers. The dynamic equation for the change 

in the carrier density within the active region of the device is given by: 

                                             
𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐼𝑑𝑐

𝑞. 𝑉 
–  𝑅(𝑁) − 

Γ . 𝑔. 𝑃𝑎𝑣 . 𝐿

𝑉. ℎ. 𝑓 
                                                            (5) 

where 𝐼𝑑𝑐 is the DC bias current injected to the SOA, 𝑞 is the electron charge and 𝑉 is the active 

volume of the SOA: 

                                                                        𝑉 = 𝐿. 𝐻. 𝑊                                                                          (6) 

where 𝑊 and 𝐻 denote the width and the thickness of the active region, respectively. 𝑅(𝑁) is 

the recombination rate, h  is the Planck constant and h is the light frequency.  The definition for 

R (N) used in this model is given by: 

                                              𝑅 (𝑁) = 𝐴. 𝑁 + 𝐵. 𝑁2 +  𝐶. 𝑁3                                                                (7) 

where 𝐴 is the non-radiative coefficient recombination at defects and traps, 𝐵 is the spontaneous 

radiative recombination coefficient and 𝐶  is the Auger recombination coefficient. The cubic 

equation is the best to fit the real gain coefficient g. The material gain coefficient depends on 

both the carrier density 𝑁 and the input signal wavelength λ and can be rewritten as [40]: 

                               𝑔 =  
𝑎1(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑜) − 𝑎2(λ − λN)2 + a3(λ − λN)3

1+∈. 𝑃𝑎𝑣
                                                (8) 

where  𝑎2   and 𝑎3  are empirically determined constants that are chosen to fit an experimentally 

measured SOA gain curve. λN is the peak gain wavelength and ∈ is the gain compression factor. 

The peak gain wavelength is given by: 

                                                  𝑁 =  0 − 𝑎4 (𝑁 − 𝑁0 )                                                                       (9) 

where 0  is the peak gain wavelength at transparency and 𝑎4  denotes the empirical constant 

that shows the shift of the gain peak. 

3.2.2 Phase Shift Equations 

Changes in the carrier density take place with the propagation of the input signal pulse through 

the SOA, hence affecting its propagation coefficient (via the non-linear refractive index 

variations in the SOA active region). Because of the finite carrier lifetime, the leading edge of 

the input pulse experiences a different phase shift relative to the lagging edge. This process is 

(SPM). Let ∆𝑛 represent the effective refractive index variation within the active region [39]: 

                                                      ∆𝑛 =   .
dn

dN
 . (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑠𝑠 )                                                                  (10) 

where dn/dN is the refractive index shift coefficient and 𝑁𝑠𝑠  is the carrier density at steady state 

(i.e., with no input signal launched to the biased SOA). The total phase shift experienced by the 

propagating input signal is [40]:  

                                                         ∆ ∅ = ∫  ( 
2


  . ∆𝑛) . 𝑑𝑧                                                             

𝐿

0

(11) 

A thermo-optical effect is a change in the optical properties of a material in response to 

temperature. The thermo-optical effect may eventually lead to unstable operation of the SOA, 

since the effective refractive index changes as a function of temperature. A linear approximation 

for the effective refractive index as a function of temperature is given as shown below [41]:  

                                                     𝑛 (𝑇) = 𝑛0 +  
∆𝑛

∆𝑇
 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )                                                              (12) 
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where 𝑛0 is the refractive index at room temperature, 𝑇0. 𝑛0 for silicon device is 3.48314 [42].  

(
∆𝑛

∆𝑇
) is the index variation with temperature (thermo-optical coefficient).  

The total phase shift experienced by the propagating input signal is [40]: 

                                                 ∆ ∅ = ∫ ( 
2


  . 𝑛 (𝑇)) . 𝑑𝑧                                                               

𝐿

0

(13)  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The rate equations shown in the previous section are derived via Matlab to investigate the gain 

response of the SOA model while employing the segmentation method. The standard SOA 

parameters used are given in Table 1. The segmentation method involves dividing the SOA into 

ten equal segments of length l=L/10 each. The carrier density is assumed to be constant within a 

segment. However, the carrier density changes from one segment to another depending on its 

input power and the carrier density of the previous segment using equation (5). In all of the 

equations, the segment length l will replace the SOA length L for segment total gain and carrier 

density calculations. 

Figure 2 shows the dynamic range of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA); that is the input 

power range within which an SOA can be operated error free. It is among the most important 

parameters describing the usability range of an SOA in an access network. Figure 3 shows the 

normalized gain response of the SOA using the physical parameters in Table 1. As it can be 

seen, the gain of the SOA increases rapidly up to a steady state value, where it becomes almost 

constant. This increase is due to the injection of the bias current to the SOA, hence resulting in a 

large number of electrons to overcome the energy gap to reach the conduction band.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Dynamic range of SOA. 
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Figure 3.  The Normalized gain response of the SOA with no input signal. 

Table 1. Physical parameters of the SOA. 

Parameter Value 

Carrier density at transparency (N0) 1.4 × 1024/𝑚3 

Initial carrier density (Ni) 3 × 1024/𝑚3 

Wavelength at transparency (0) 1605𝑛𝑚 

Initial waveguide scattering loss (as) 40 × 102/𝑚 

Differential gain (a1) 2.78 × 10−20 𝑚2 

Gain constant (a2) 7.4 × 1018/𝑚3 

Gain constant (a3) 3.155 × 1025/𝑚4 

Gain peak shift coefficient (a4) 3 × 10−32 𝑚4 

SOA length (L) 500 µm 

SOA width (W) 3 µm 

SOA height (H) 80 𝑛𝑚 

Confinement factor (Г) 0.3  

Surface and defect recombination coefficient (A)  3.6 × 108/𝑠  

Radiative recombination coefficient (B)  5.6 × 10−16𝑚3/𝑠 

Auger recombination coefficient (C) 3 × 10−41𝑚6/𝑠  

Gain compression factor (ε) 0.2/𝑊  

Equivalent refractive index (neq) 3.5  

Differential of equivalent refractive index with respect 

to carrier density (dn/dN) 
−1.2 × 10−26/𝑚3  

Index variation with temperature (
∆𝑛

∆𝑇
) 10−4/𝐾  

 

4.1 Amplification 

In order to use the SOA as an amplifier, it is necessary to ensure that the signal will not be 

affected by the SOA non-linear response that occurs when the SOA gain reaches its saturation 

value as shown in Figure 4, where the SOA decreases sharply to the saturation level. The reason 

for such response is that a depletion of the carrier density happens due to the continuous 
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stimulation emission process. A range of input pulse signals with optical power values from 1 

mW to 10 mW were applied to the SOA, and the signal output gains are illustrated in Figure 5. 

As it can be seen from Figure 5, the simulated result is in clear agreement with the measured 

result. As expected, the figure shows that, for both curves, at a fixed wavelength, the gain 

gradually decreases with increasing the input power level. This effect is because a signal with 

higher power will interact with a larger number of excited electrons in the conduction band, thus 

resulting in increased depletion in the carrier density and the SOA gain. This process is applied 

for 1550 nm wavelength. As it can be noted from 1 mW input power at measured and simulated 

curves, the gain values obtained are 100 and 98 respectively; where it should be noted that the 

small discrepancy between the measured and simulated curves is due to simulation accuracy.   

 

 

 

Figure 4. Normalized gain response of the SOA due to continuous wave (CW) probe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Signal output gain corresponding to the input power at a wavelength of 1550 nm. 

4.2 Input Signal Wavelength Investigation 

The wavelength of the input signal has a direct impact on the SOA gain as can be seen from the 

third order gain coefficient equation. The depletion of the SOA gain that occurs due to the 

injection of input signal is directly related to the input power. Therefore, in order to understand 

these effects, the SOA gain as a function of the input power, for a range of wavelengths in the 

C-band (1530 to 1565 nm), is illustrated in Figure 6.  As expected, the SOA gain reduces with 

increasing the input signal power at all wavelengths. This gain reduction is because a signal 
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with higher power level will interact with a larger number of excited electrons in the conduction 

band, thus resulting in higher depletion of the carrier density and the SOA gain. From the figure, 

it is observed that at lower wavelengths, lower gains are achieved.    

 

Figure 6.  SOA gain as a function of input signal power when operated in the C- band. 

4.3 Applied Bias Current Investigation 

The applied current that is used for biasing the SOA has also a direct impact on the SOA carrier 

density and gain. At higher bias current, the larger number of electrons that overcome the 

energy gap will lead to an increase the carrier density, thus leading to an increased SOA total 

gain.  In Figure 7, the SOA gain reduces with increasing the input signal power and this 

response appears at all bias current values at 1550 nm wavelength. On the other hand, higher 

biasing current values result in higher SOA gain achievement. The highest gain achieved is 48 

dB with a 40% drop from the steady state value at a bias current of 200 mA and a power of 1 

mW. For lower values of bias current, the gain profile is almost flat. For example, injecting the 

same 1 mW input at 100 mA current, 46.4 dB gain is achieved with just 0.6% drop from steady 

state. These results correspond to the number of electrons available for amplification in the 

conduction band.  

 

Figure 7. SOA gain versus input signal power for a range of bias currents at a wavelength of 

1550 nm. 
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4.4 SOA Length Investigation  

The length of the SOA is an important physical parameter that affects the total gain. The 

dependence of the gain on the SOA length is plotted in Figure 8 for a range of input power 

values at 150 mA bias current. For short lengths (< 100 µm), where the depletion of N is 

negligible, the gain is the same for all values of 𝑃𝑖𝑛 . On the other hand, for longer lengths (< 

700 µm), the gain is increasing, peaking at L of ~500 µm beyond which the gain drops. The 

result confirms that the gain is higher for lower values of 𝑃𝑖𝑛 . For longer length (800 µm – 1.5 

mm) SOAs, maintaining a stable applied bias current, the number of electrons per unit length is 

smaller because of lower current density. Therefore, in order to achieve high gain at longer 

length SOAs, the applied bias current needs to be increased in order to maintain the number of 

electrons per unit length.  

 

Figure 8. SOA gain responses as a function of SOA length for a range of input power levels 

with 150 mA bias current. 

4.5 Switching  

On the contrary to amplification, in order to use cross phase modulation (XPM) and self phase 

modulation (SPM) characteristics of SOA for the switching function, the signal should 

experience a phase shift of 180º for the complete deconstructive interference [43]. Therefore, 

phase shift calculation employing Equations (10), (11), (12) and (13) is crucial for setting the 

boundaries for the SOA switching function. The phase shift could be induced by the input signal 

injected to the active region of the SOA.   

4.6 Input Signal Wavelength Investigation 

The phase shift experienced by the input signal is directly proportional to the depletion of N as 

defined in (10) and (11). As a result of changes in the refractive index Δn, change is induced in 

phase shift. Figure 9 shows the phase shift as a function of the input power for a range of 

wavelengths in the C-band. To achieve an induced phase shift of 180
o
 at 1550 nm wavelength, 

the input signal power is 60 mW, where the induced phase shift increases with increasing the 

input power.  

4.7 Applied Bias Current Investigation  

To explain the effect of bias current on the induced phase shift of the input signal, Figure 10 

explains the induced phase shift of the input signal achieved at a range of input power at 

different biasing current values. From Figure 10, it can be observed that at higher bias current 
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values, the input signal propagating along the SOA induces more phase shift. Higher biasing 

results in higher SOA gain. From the third term in (5), which shows the depletion of the carrier 

density, one can observe that higher gain results in more N depletion. Therefore, the phase shift 

increases accordingly. 

 

Figure 9. Induced phase shift experienced by the input signal power for a range of wavelengths. 

 

Figure 10. Induced phase shift of the input signal achieved versus the input signal power for a 

range of biasing current values.  

4.8 SOA Length Investigation  

It is important to explain the dependence of the phase shift of the input signal on the SOA 

length. It is known that lower gains are achieved at short (< 100 µm) and long (> 700 µm) SOA 

lengths. It was shown in Figure 10 that higher input power induces more phase shift, which 

explains the response in Figure 11. The figure shows the induced phase shift corresponding to 

the input power at different SOA lengths at 150 mA bias current. It can be concluded that the 

maximum phase shift is achieved at 500 µm.  
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Figure 11. Induced phase shift of the input signal achieved as a function of the input signal 

power for a range of SOA lengths at 150 mA bias current. 

4.9 SOA Temperature Investigation 

The temperature of the SOA is an important parameter that affects the total gain and phase shift. 

The dependence of the gain on the SOA temperature at a wavelength of 1550 nm is shown in 

Figure 12. It can be noticed that the input signal propagating along the SOA induces the 

temperature dependence of SOA. The temperature dependence of the peak signal gain is 

approximately (-0.2) dB/K. 

 

Figure 12. SOA gain corresponding to temperature. 

Figure 13 shows that, due to temperature effect on medium gain, the SOA gain decreases with 

increasing temperature. Such investigation is carried out by using Equations 10, 12 and 13. 

Temperature can be controlled to obtain a certain phase shift that will become a function of 

temperature.  
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Figure 13. Temperature effect on phase shift. 

4.10 Differential Gain Effect  

To calculate the saturation power, the following relationship can be used [44]:  

                                                     𝑃𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑎𝑡) =
ℎ𝑓 2 ln(2)

𝐺𝑜 − 2
 
𝐴

Г

1

𝑎1

1

𝑡𝑐
                                                          (14) 

                                                  𝐺𝑜 = exp(  Гa1 (N − 𝑁𝑜) 𝐿                                                                  (15) 

where 𝐺𝑜 is the reasonable unsaturated gain, 𝑡𝑐 is the effective carrier lifetime. 

Figure 14 shows the effect of differential gain on the linearity of the device. Moreover, 

increasing the differential gain leads to a decrease in the linear region, in terms of 3 dB 

bandwidth, meaning a decrease in saturation power. On the other hand, decreasing the 

differential gain leads to an increase in the linear region, meaning an increase in saturation 

power.  

 

Figure 14. SOA gain as a function of the input power; the 3-dB saturation input power is 

marked. 
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5. CONCLUSION  

The total gain response of an SOA model using the segmentation method has been simulated. 

CW probe and pump signals have been applied to the proposed segmentation of SOA model in 

order to investigate the corresponding gain response. The results have been discussed to achieve 

amplification and all-optical switching. The optimum performance conditions regarding the 

input signal power, the bias current and the signal wavelengths have been investigated for the 

SOA, to function as an amplifier and a switch. Furthermore, thermos-optical effect on total gain 

and phase shift has been introduced. Moreover, the effect of differential gain on the linear 

region has been investigated. The model can be extended to investigate vertical cavity SOA.  
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 ث:البحص ملخ

فاااااار الاااااا ر  ر الااااااي     افاااااا  ر  ا اااااا  فاااااار  ر اااااا    ةشااااااا إيعااااااا ا بااااااير ر   اااااا   اااااا    ر  

ر هااااااا. ر شااااااا   ر م. ااااااا  نميجااااااا  ر ما ااااااا    مااااااا ر ما ااااااا  ر هااااااا. ر شااااااا   ر م. ااااااا   

  ، ر اااااا   رن  ااااااا    ااااااا  ؛   أ ااااااي بعاااااا ٌّ رن   ااااااا   اااااا   اااااااٌّ سااااا ط رق   يلاااااا  ر     اااااا اب

ر لا ااااااا   عماااااا  ر ما اااااا  ر هاااااا. ر   اااااا.ج ر ما اااااا   ،ر طاااااا.ج ر ماااااا.جر   اااااا  ة ر اااااا   ، 

جاااااا ص رس ل ااااااا     اااااالا ة  ,اااااا    اااااا ،    ا  اااااا    ر   اااااا ي شاااااا   ر م. اااااا  فاااااار  ااااااا  ر ر

شاااا   ر م. اااا ،  مااااا  ماااا  د رساااا    ماااا  ر ما اااا  ر هاااا. ر د جاااا  ر  اااا ر ة  ,اااا   اااا     

 رلأ   ر   ر ي ر ه. ر 

  ر م ط, اااااااا  ر  ّ ياااااا   ,اااااااّ    ر  ااااااار     اااااا  أحاااااااا   ا ا اااااااة ا ااااااا أ ر   ااااااا    ر  اااااا   

   ا ّ ج  يماٌّ    با رس ط رق ر ما   ر ه. ر ش   ر م.    ما ّ 
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